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This document was developed as part of a collaborative learning project directed by 
CDA. It is part of a collection of documents that should be considered initial and partial 
findings of the project. These documents are written to allow for the identification of 
cross-cutting issues and themes across a range of situations. Each case represents the 
views and perspectives of a variety of people at the time when it was written. 
 
These documents do not represent a final product of the project. While these 
documents may be cited, they remain working documents of a collaborative learning 
effort. Broad generalizations about the project’s findings cannot be made from a single 
case. 
 
CDA would like to acknowledge the generosity of the individuals and agencies involved 
in donating their time, experience and insights for these reports, and for their willingness 
to share their experiences. 
 
Not all the documents written for any project have been made public. When people in the 
area where a report has been done have asked us to protect their anonymity and security, 
in deference to them and communities involved, we keep those documents private. 
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Background on the Listening Project 
 
CDA Collaborative Learning Projects (CDA), with a number of colleagues in international and 
local non-governmental organizations (NGOs), donors and other humanitarian and development 
agencies, has established the Listening Project to undertake a comprehensive and systematic 
exploration of the ideas and insights of people who live in societies that have been on the 
recipient side of international assistance efforts.  The Listening Project seeks the reflections of 
experienced and thoughtful people who occupy a range of positions within recipient societies to 
assess the impact of aid efforts by international actors.  Those who work across borders in 
humanitarian aid, development assistance, peace-building efforts, environmental conservation, 
and human rights work can learn a great deal by listening to the analyses and suggestions of local 
people as they reflect on the immediate effects and long-term impacts of such efforts. 
 
The Listening Teams were made up of staff from international and local organizations, with 
facilitators from CDA.  The teams did not use pre-established questionnaires or a rigid interview 
protocol.  Rather, we told people that, as individuals engaged in international assistance work, 
we were interested to hear from them how they perceived these efforts.  We did not attempt to 
evaluate the performance of any particular agency or the impact of specific projects or sectors.   
We asked people if they would be willing to spend some time with us, telling us their opinions 
and ideas.  In this way, we conversed about their issues of concern, without pre-determining 
specific topics.   
 
Many conversations were held with one or two individuals, but in some cases, larger groups 
formed and what began as small-group dialogues became, in effect, free-flowing group 
discussions.  In many cases, conversations were not pre-arranged, and a Listening Team would 
travel to a community and strike up a conversation with whomever was available and willing to 
talk, including those who had and had not received international assistance.  Appointments were 
made with government officials, representatives of civil society groups and other local leaders. 
 
Over a period of four years, the Listening Project has visited to twenty locations and Mali was 
the final Listening Exercise.  The Listening Project will gather and analyze what we hear from 
people in all of these locations in order to integrate these insights into future aid work and 
thereby to improve its effectiveness. 
 
A collaborative learning process such as the Listening Project depends entirely on the people 
who took time to share their thoughts with us, and on the involvement and significant 
contributions of all the participating agencies.  Those who were involved in Mali deserve great 
appreciation for their generous logistical support and the insights and dedication of all the staff 
that participated in and supported the listening effort. 
 
The Listening Exercise in Mali 
 
The Listening Project organized a Listening Exercise in Mali from November 29th to December 
15th 2009, with the collaboration and support of several organizations and agencies:  Action 
Couverture Développement (ACD), Agence Évangélique de Développement du Mali (AEDM), 
Africare, Aide et Action, Association Malienne pour la Survie du Sahel (AMSS), Action-
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Recherche pour le Développement des Initiatives Locales (ARDIL), Bureau d’Appui aux 
Collectivités Rurales (BACR), Cellule d’Appui aux Initiatives de Développement – Mali 
(CAID), Canadian Cooperation Programme Support Unit, CARE, Caritas Mali, Catholic Relief 
Services (CRS), Éveil, Fondation Stromme, Groupement des Artisans Ruraux d’Intadéné 
(GARI), Groupe de Recherche et d’Appui pour les Initiatives des  Populations (GRAIP), Groupe 
de Recherche, d’Étude, de Formation Femme Action (GREFFA), Helvetas, Le Tonus, 
Norwegian Church Aid (NCA), Oxfam Great Britain, Stop Sahel, Swedish International 
Development Agency (Sida) and Women in Law and Development in Africa (WiLDAF).  These 
organizations provided funds, staff and/or other in-kind support to the effort (hospitality, 
transportation, office space, suggestions, etc.).  CDA provided three facilitators (one local and 
two international consultants). 
 
Several areas of the country were 
visited during the Listening Exercise:  
1) the northern regions, in and around 
Timbuktu and Gao; 2) the middle 
region of the country, around Mopti, 
including Sévaré and Bankass; 3) in 
the southwestern region of Kayes, in 
Kita and its environs; and 4) in and 
around Bamako, including Koulikoro.  
These areas were chosen by CDA and 
the participating agencies for their 
diversity, access to international 
assistance efforts, social and economic 
status, ethnic differences, as well as 
rural and urban conditions.  Time 
constraints and security considerations 
precluded trips to other regions of the 
country.      
 
Twenty-four staff members from the 
participating agencies were involved as “listeners” on teams that were mobilized in the different 
areas of the country.  The teams had a combined 216 conversations with approximately 430 
persons.  The Listening Teams spoke with people in urban and rural areas, from different ethnic 
groups and different educational backgrounds, including adult men and women, elderly and 
youth, recipients and non-recipients of assistance, with people who held leadership positions and 
those who felt marginalized, and with people who are directly or indirectly involved in 
international assistance efforts.  A wide range of people were engaged in conversations: staff of 
government ministries, small business owners and shopkeepers, school teachers and principals, 
medical professionals, members of women’s associations, market vendors, farmers and animal 
raisers, local authorities, and an elected official of Parliament.  Teams also listened to 
representatives of local community-based organizations and NGOs, donors and international 
agencies in the regions and in the capital, Bamako.   
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We acknowledge that this report reflects only a small portion of the opinions and experiences of 
the people in Mali.  The report certainly does not purport to present views of the entire 
population nor of the entire aid community.  We do not draw broad conclusions from this visit, 
but have discerned certain themes that emerged, across regions and across different groups in 
Malian society, and these are shared here.  We hope this document will help prompt further 
reflection and analysis among development actors in the country on these important issues.  
 
Country Context and Overview of International Assistance to Mali1

 
 

Mali’s government is democratically elected and the country is considered politically and 
economically stable.  However, Mali remains one of the world's poorest countries—rated 178 out 
of 182 countries according to the UNDP’s 2009 Human Development Report.  Mali’s population 
of 13 million is mostly rural with a growth rate of approximately 3% per year.   
 
Mali is a vast, landlocked country, with 65% of the land area designated as desert or semi-desert; 
the only fertile region is in the south, where more than 90% of the population lives.  The country 
is vulnerable to drought and risks further desertification, and faces many other environmental 
challenges, including deforestation, soil erosion, and inadequate supplies of drinking water.  The 
Niger River often overflows making access to some areas of the country very difficult at times.  
As a result, there is increasing pressure on the remainder of the land, pastures are overused, and 
local conflicts can arise between farmers and nomadic cattle herders.  
 
There are several sub-Saharan ethnic groups living in Mali, including the Bambara, who make up 
nearly 40% of the population. The Malinké and Soninké people live primarily in the south, along 
with the Sarakole, Dogon, and Songhai peoples, who farm in the Niger River valley. The Fulani 
are herders located near the central town of Mopti, while the Tuaregs and Moors, herding 
nomads, live predominantly in the north.  An estimated 90% of Malians are Muslim, 
approximately 5% are Christian and the remaining 5% follow traditional beliefs. 
 
In the late 1800s, Mali fell under French control, becoming part of French Sudan.  Mali gained 
independence in 1959 with Senegal, as the Mali Federation.  A year later, the Mali Federation 
became the independent nation of Mali.  French remains the official language of the country, but 
numerous languages are spoken by the different ethnic groups and more than 80 percent of 
Malians speak Bambara.   
 
According to several sources, Mali is still a long way from achieving the Millennium 
Development Goals in primary education, gender equality and health.  The low level of 
education, the inadequate social safety net for the population and their poor health status are still 
serious development constraints, despite a gradually spreading network of health centers in rural 

                                                           
1 Several sources were consulted for this section of the report, including UNDP’s Human Development Report 2009, the “Sector 
Budget Support: Mali Education Case Study” report by the Overseas Development Institute and Mokoro (2009), the World Fact 
Book, and the Mali pages from the web-sites of the Canadian International Development Agency, German Cooperation, Swedish 
International Development Agency, Swiss Development Cooperation, the United States Agency for International Development, 
the World Bank Group, CARE, Catholic Relief Services, World Vision and the Government of Mali’s National Voluntary 
Presentation of 2009. 
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areas.  The country has an illiteracy rate of more than 70% and rates for life expectancy and 
school enrollment are among the lowest in the world.  More than one third of the entire 
population does not have access to an improved water source, and malaria and other water-borne 
diseases are still prevalent.  However, the relatively low rate of HIV infection, fewer than 2%, is 
encouraging. 
 
Mali has a highly unequal distribution of income and economic activity is largely confined to the 
areas irrigated by the Niger River.  About 10% of the population is nomadic and approximately 
80% of the labor force is engaged in subsistence farming and fishing.  Mali's economy is based 
on only a few exports (largely cotton and gold) that are vulnerable to international market 
fluctuations and climate change.  Moreover, Mali's public institutions struggle with governance 
issues and limited human and institutional capacities, although the government is committed to 
reforms and has undertaken initiatives to strengthen the justice, education, and health systems 
and its public institutions. 
 
Nomadic Tuareg rebels fought against the government in the early 1990s, accusing the 
administration of marginalization and seeking greater autonomy.  A peace agreement was later 
signed allowing for significant development and anti-poverty programs for the Tuaregs in the 
north.  This conflict still flares up on occasion and there has been increasing banditry and 
lawlessness in the region, so stabilizing security conditions in the north remains a key focus of 
the Government.  In recent years, there have been efforts to redress these regional imbalances 
with more assistance and investment going towards the north.  Certain regions, such as Kidal, 
still receive limited development assistance and few agencies work there because of security 
concerns and difficult access. 
 
An increasingly strong democratic process has taken root in the country, beginning in the 1990s 
and culminating in the peaceful transfer of power between two democratically elected leaders in 
2002.  Civil society’s role is also becoming increasingly important.  This progress has placed 
Mali at the forefront of African countries moving to a democratic and pluralistic political system, 
and has rendered it a priority country for many development cooperation partners. 
 
Mali is heavily dependent on foreign aid and is a major recipient of both multilateral and 
bilateral aid.  Multilateral donors include the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the 
African Development Bank and the European Union.  Some of the prominent bilateral 
development partners with Mali include Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, 
Switzerland and the United States, with some having provided official development assistance to 
the country since the 1960s.  Other donors and investors (such as China, India, Saudi Arabia and 
Libya) are increasingly present in the country as well.  Their programs support Mali’s strategy to 
promote economic growth and reduce poverty, which covers the period 2007 – 2011 and focuses 
in part on: 
 

• improving access to basic social services 
• sustainably increasing household income 
• enhancing food security and protecting the environment 
• promoting peace and security, good governance, and the rule of law 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Monetary_Fund�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Bank�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_Development_Bank�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union�
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As a recipient of large aid inflows, the Government of Mali is focusing on increased donor 
coordination and harmonization.  Some of the traditional bilateral partners (such as Belgium, 
Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands and Sweden) have selected Mali as a focus country for their 
external aid in the coming years and in 2006, six donors signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the government expressing a commitment to adopt a common set of 
principles for budget support to Mali.  Through such budgetary support, donors are attempting to 
improve the state’s ability to implement a long-term policy to reduce poverty.  
 
Largely because of progress the country has made in promoting democracy, liberalizing the 
economy and making social investments, Mali was selected as a Millennium Challenge Account 
eligible country by the US government.  This $461 million program is in its early stages and will 
support the development of a new 15,000 hectare irrigated rice zone and improvements to the 
Bamako airport, permitting more extensive shipping of produce to foreign markets. 
 
Many international NGOs, primarily from Europe and North America, also provide a significant 
amount of assistance to Mali.  Some have been in Mali for many years, having initiated their 
programs in response to severe droughts in the 1970s, 80s and 90s.  They are now working in 
both humanitarian and development efforts to address some of the challenging conditions noted 
above, in areas such as emergency relief, livelihoods, income generating activities, agriculture 
and rural development, water and sanitation, education, health, environmental protection, human 
rights, support for decentralization, conflict resolution, and so on.  
 
What People Said 
 
Since Mali has a long history of international assistance, and since the scope of conversations 
was quite broad, people talked about a range of issues related to humanitarian and development 
efforts.  Nonetheless, a number of common themes emerged in the conversations held with 
various people across the country.  These are summarized and presented in different sections of 
this report, and the concluding section provides a brief summary of the Listening Teams’ 
reflections on the Listening Exercise process as well as on some of the issues raised that may 
merit further analysis and discussion. 
 
When referring to “donors,” people were not always able to differentiate between donor agencies 
abroad or in Bamako, between donor agencies and international NGOs, and between 
international NGOs implementing projects directly or through local partners.  For many people, 
any foreign entity engaged in funding and implementing assistance programs in Mali was 
considered a “donor.”  Much of what people discussed was about assistance provided by NGOs 
as much as it was about larger donors in the capital or government-run programs.  Moreover, 
people were not always able to differentiate projects that came about through the government’s 
own efforts or that originated with funds from abroad.  Indeed, because the funding from several 
donors passes through the government (as direct budgetary support or through large government-
run programs), some people considered the ongoing, day-to-day activities of civil servants as 
“aid.”  While people, understandably, did not always know the source of funding – whether it 
came from bilateral or multilateral donors, UN agencies, international NGOs – they certainly 
made distinctions about what they appreciated and what they did not, especially in terms of 
practices, attitudes, behaviors and impacts.  
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Most of the Listening Teams’ conversations began with people expressing their appreciation and 
gratitude for international assistance and describing some of the positive impacts they had 
experienced; these stories are shared below.  However, conversations inevitably turned to 
people’s concerns and criticisms regarding international assistance efforts.  Those points are 
shared in subsequent sections of the report. 
 
1. Appreciation for International Assistance Efforts 
 
Many conversations began with expressions of gratitude and appreciation for the substantial 
assistance that has been provided to Mali over the years.  Many people felt that without 
international aid, Mali would not have made the progress it has achieved thus far. Comments 
such as, “If we had not received all this aid, where would we be now?” and, “People may have 
forgotten how far we have come over the past 30 years,” illustrated this point.  The Listening 
Teams heard many stories about positive impacts from international assistance efforts.  People 
tended to comment in particular on the direct, visible, concrete activities that have affected their 
daily living such as school feeding programs, the construction of wells and latrines, garden plots, 
cereal banks, the services of health clinics, vaccination campaigns and emergency responses to 
droughts and flooding.  People also discussed improvements in their lives that have come about 
through the building of roads, reduced child mortality, enhanced educational opportunities 
(especially for girls), water and sanitation programs, and access to credit with micro-finance 
programs. Training sessions, south-south exchanges, awareness-raising and sensitization 
campaigns in areas such as human rights and reproductive health, capacity building programs 
and efforts to promote women’s empowerment and leadership were also noted as having had 
positive impacts.   
 
People often recalled with appreciation and fondness particular individuals associated with 
development activities, naming volunteers or technical experts (even from many years ago) such 
as, “When Dominique came to the village, he promised us a youth center and it was built,” or, 
“The Canadians that started a floating health clinic on the river…”.  People also commented 
positively on the process used by certain outside groups and their approaches, such as “We liked 
the fact that we decided jointly what to do and that we prepared our work plan together.” 
 
Several people mentioned that NGOs bring jobs and create employment, noting that livelihoods 
programs have helped reduce the exodus from rural areas, especially for the youth.  Moreover, 
because of their presence in the field, people said that local and international NGOs tend to be 
closer to the local population and can therefore understand the real needs of the people.   
 
Beyond the financial support, people acknowledged that the technical assistance and expertise 
that international aid brings, such as in the areas of health, agriculture, and environmental 
protection, have also been very important.  The role of international agencies in advocacy 
work—such as in the areas of human rights, good governance, reproductive health, child labor, 
and arms trafficking—was also cited as being very valuable and beneficial.  Another positive 
aspect of international assistance that people mentioned is the hope and solidarity that it 
represents.  A sampling of the positive effects that people mentioned: 
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“International assistance has brought changes in our life.  Now we have more roads, hospitals, 
and better access to education and clean water.  Before we didn’t have any bore holes [for water] 
in the villages.  Now there are very few villages without them.  We can see the impact of clean 
water on our health.” 

Cattle herder (male) in a village near Kita 
 
“Aid that arrives brings changes such as better health of the children and access to education.”   

Vegetable seller (female) in a village near Kita 
 
“Those who come to help bring only happiness.”  

Farmer (male) from Timbuktu 
 
“Assistance has helped us understand the importance of education, especially for girls.” 
 Primary school teacher (female) in Doundou, near Sévaré 
 
“There is a lot of support for women here and there are many examples that demonstrate our 
success.  Some women have gotten access to an irrigated perimeter to grow food (périmètre 
irrigué).  Others are taking literacy classes.  We have seen the disappearance of polio and 
measles.  There is the fight against malaria with bed nets.  Pre-natal and post-natal consultations 
take place.  Deliveries are in clinics and caesarean sections are done for free.  Infants from 0-6 
months are monitored to see if they are well nourished.  We have access to information on 
nutrition for newborns.”  

Members of a women’s group near Kita who are participating in a literacy class 
 
“I have seen assistance that has come from donors.  It is good for children.  For example, [an 
INGO] gave school materials to kids.  We also received solar pumps and bore wells.  We now 
have potable water in the village.  Medicines and vaccines have contributed a lot to improve the 
population’s health.” 
 Employee (female) of a local savings and credit union in Kita 
 
“Sometimes we are not able to develop by ourselves, through our own means, so we need aid to 
help us.” 
 Pastoralist from Tacharane, near Gao 
 
2. What Is Funded and Implemented  
 

 
External Priorities vs. Local Needs 

While much improvement has been made, several people the Listening Teams spoke with held 
the view that there are still many donors who initiate programs/projects without really discussing 
them with, or gathering input from, Malians (government officials, local organizations, 
communities) beforehand.  They noted that donor priorities did not always match their priorities 
and that many opportunities were missed to fund projects that targeted the right people, met their 
real needs or achieved greater impact.  As one person said, “Donors have to go to the grassroots 
in order to understand our real problems.” 
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Sometimes this occurred because organizations did not take the time to visit and truly listen to 
local people or they came with pre-determined projects and activities.  The Listening Teams 
heard from several people that communities or groups accept assistance even when it does not 
necessarily respond to their priority needs because they see it as an opportunity not to be missed.  
Likewise for local NGOs and associations, they may not have the technical expertise or 
background to work in a certain domain, but will accept funding from an INGO or a donor 
because they need to survive and do not want to forego the opportunity for funding.  Similarly, 
staff at local organizations explained to Listening Team members that they had gotten used to 
changing donor trends or the “themes of the day” (e.g. peace-building, climate change, 
HIV/AIDS, etc.) and had adapted their programs accordingly because they needed the funding.  
People felt that such tendencies to accept and adapt based on available funding have a negative 
impact on the quality of programming and effectiveness of services.  Such programs reflect what 
is fundable, not necessarily what the local priorities and needs may be.   
 
Some people believed that international agencies’ funding preferences and priorities did not 
really focus on bringing about sustainable development and poverty reduction, given that so 
many people still live in extreme poverty with little access to the aid resources flowing into the 
country.  Many felt that the selection of regions and target groups was based on donor mandates, 
historical preferences and agency definitions of vulnerability rather than on the community’s 
understanding of poverty and need.   
 
Some representatives of international NGOs themselves wondered whether issues that reflect the 
core values of their organizations, that they consider important and that they often promote as 
cross-cutting themes and priorities—such as rights based approaches, gender equality, good 
governance, results-based management—are truly valued, appreciated and understood by local 
partners and communities, or whether they were being imposed upon them and simply accepted 
out of politeness or so that they could receive funding.   For example, a representative of an 
international NGO mentioned that women may serve on management committees, “because the 
donor says so,” but it is not clear whether the women themselves and other community members 
understand the purpose since they rarely participate in meetings, offer their viewpoints, etc. 
 
“Donors want to put communities into the same mold.  Instead of adapting project activities to fit 
the funding, the funding should be adapted to meet our needs…Donors should be tuned in to our 
needs and priorities.  They should not impose.  They should ask for input from the bottom, from 
the grassroots level.  Projects that parachute from on high will not succeed.” 

Staff member of a government-led rural development program, funded by a multilateral 
agency, in Sévaré 

 
“If you ask me what my priority needs are and I tell you, but then you bring me other things 
instead, I will take them, but you did not help me.” 
 Farmer (male) in Toya, near Timbuktu 
 
“They [donors and INGOs] tell us all sorts of things and have awareness-raising sessions on 
topics that people don’t even understand!” 
 Hotel owner in Bankass 
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Appropriateness and Relevance 

Several people spoke about the appropriateness and relevance of different types of assistance that 
have been provided to Mali over the years.  People in all regions agreed that emergency 
assistance after droughts and floods has been critical for helping local populations overcome 
food shortages or get through a crisis.  Improving livelihoods and job creation were also 
considered very important areas of support for enhancing household security, reducing the 
migration of youth to urban areas and neighboring countries, and contributing to security in the 
north.  Some people felt that road construction and other efforts to open up and improve access 
to the northern regions (such as Kidal) would probably do more for security and long-term 
stability in that area than disarmament programs.   
 
Others noted the appropriateness of efforts focusing on agriculture (training, introduction of new 
techniques, improved irrigation systems, provision of seeds, tools and other materials), education 
and literacy, and capacity building programs that can help people get employment, be more 
productive in their farming practices and/or assume more responsibility for solving their own 
problems.  As members of a school management committee in a village outside Bankass told one 
of the Listening Teams, “What we want from the NGOs is for them to teach us how to do things 
for ourselves not to just receive things from others!”  And a businessman in Mopti noted, 
“School feeding programs are very important and have been helpful to encourage families to 
send their kids to school.  There is an interest at the village level to educate children.  The future 
of our villages depends on it.”  Lastly, food aid programs (such as school feeding activities, Food 
for Work and Food for Education) that encourage the purchase of locally produced commodities 
were considered more appropriate than programs that import food. 
 
However, a number of people described programs that were not considered appropriate because 
they did not meet the needs of the community or because they were completely out of reach for 
those who should benefit.  The staff of a government-run rural development program in Sévaré, 
for example, did not understand why livestock and animal husbandry activities had been 
excluded from the small grants component of that program, whereas farming activities were 
covered.  They were perplexed as to why those activities had been left out and were ineligible for 
funding, particularly in a region where animal-raising is so important.   
 
Some people felt that certain programs were not always adapted to the Malian context or 
appropriately conceived so as to truly help people out of poverty.  For example, women may 
learn a new trade through a training program, such as pearl making, but if they cannot gain 
access to the primary materials or cannot market and sell their products on their own (or are 
dependent on an INGO to do so), are they really autonomous and is the effort really sustainable?   
 
For example, a project in the Mopti region that required women to work collectively in vegetable 
gardens was cited as inappropriate.  This was not a very efficient way for them to work and the 
women therefore lacked an incentive, so the common fields that they shared and were supposed 
to plant together were not well maintained.  Moreover, every time the garden’s infrastructure 
broke down (such as the water pump), the repairs could take months because men were the only 
ones with the skills to fix the equipment yet they felt excluded from what they considered a 
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“women’s project” (except for a few volunteer leaders).  The women eventually divided the field 
into smaller plots that each could cultivate separately. 
 
Other examples included: 
 
“Micro-finance really can’t help the poorest people because the conditions are too difficult. 
Someone who has nothing, in terms of a guarantee or a bank account, can’t do anything.” 
 Designer/tailor (male) at the arts and crafts market of Mopti 
 
“Micro-finance is a system of exploitation.  Instead of helping people to get out of poverty, 
programs exploit them.  The interest rates are high and the rhythm for payments is infernal for 
your average group of women.  Over time, it’s too much for them.  Sometimes families split 
apart because of the pressure to make payments.” 
 Shopkeeper (male) in Sévaré 
 
“With micro-finance, the sums are so small.  It’s just for small income-generating activities and 
it may help a little bit, but it won’t serve to get people out of poverty or really help the private 
sector to develop.  The very, very poor are in such precarious situations.  They are not in a 
position to invest and take risks.” 
 Shop owner and entrepreneur (female) in Bamako 
 
“The education system needs to be revised.  There are all these people at university but where 
will they go, what will they do after they finish?  The focus should be on vocational training, to 
professionalize agriculture and different trades, and to become more innovative in our teaching.” 
 Shop owner (male) in Kita 
 
“Mali has received a lot of assistance in the education sector, at least that’s what we’ve heard.  I 
think that Mali is becoming a laboratory to experiment with pedagogy and teaching.  I ask 
myself, what are the donors’ interests and why are they doing this?  Because the tools come from 
the outside and are very often not adapted to the Malian reality.” 
 Secondary school teacher (female) in Kita 
 
“A serious issue in Mali is illiteracy, but we are in the process of sprinkling the assistance around 
here and there and not focusing on the real problems.  I think that to be productive, people should 
be literate.  That will help people and the country to develop.” 
 Senior manager of a state-owned enterprise in Kita 
 

 
Narrow Focus vs. Comprehensive Approach 

People talked about how aid programs sometimes have too narrow a focus and should attempt to 
provide a more complete package of assistance.  People said that programs that took a more 
comprehensive approach with a focus on livelihoods, health, education and skills-building 
tended to be more successful in supporting communities to better solve their problems over the 
long-term.  As one elderly woman from Sévaré mentioned, “Aid shouldn’t be oriented towards 
one single domain.  It should be multi-dimensional.”  
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For example, the staff at a school near Bankass told the Listening Team that the emphasis tends 
to be on the physical and material aspects of education (construction of classrooms, provision of 
books and supplies) or on the logistics of a school feeding program.  They felt that assistance 
providers should also be concerned about other factors that would affect the educational 
experience, such as the children’s health, their access to latrines and medical services as well as 
teachers’ conditions.  With regards to the school feeding program in particular at their school, the 
teachers understand that they are not supposed to benefit (although they would like to!) and that 
the food is meant for students only.  The teachers are also aware that they must be accountable 
for the resources that are entrusted to them (the school management committee is supposed to 
report on the school feeding program to the donor but, according to the teachers, they end up 
having to prepare the reports).  They wondered, though, why there is so much emphasis on the 
paperwork and quantitative aspects of the feeding program (inventories and stock levels, number 
of students fed, quantity of food served, etc.) with little regard for the conditions of the teachers 
who work there or the quality of education delivered.  The teachers explained that they had to 
sleep on the floors of the classrooms because the village had not been able to honor its 
commitment to find housing.  The teachers and principal hoped that their partners, a local NGO 
as well as an INGO, would be able to help advocate on their behalf with the local education 
officials in the neighboring administrative center to get the housing matter settled.  They felt that 
in the long run, without consideration for the teachers (their well-being and professional 
development) and without an appreciation of why education is important, the value of the 
schools would be limited. 
 
“Schools should take into account the full aspects of development, such as health and sanitation, 
in order to improve the quality and effectiveness of education, beyond just the physical aspects.” 

School principal (male) in a village on the outskirts of Sévaré  
 
“We can have beautiful classrooms but that doesn’t matter if we don’t have well-trained and 
motivated teachers.” 
 Primary school teacher (female) in a village near Kita 
 
3. Methods for Providing International Assistance 
 

 
Through Budgetary Support and Government-run Programs 

There were many concerns raised about international assistance that passes through the 
government, whether as direct budgetary support or through large government programs such as 
those funded by multi-lateral institutions.  People brought up a number of concerns about this 
type of assistance, such as inadequate monitoring and follow-up by donors, funds getting 
blocked in Bamako, government-led initiatives being slower and less efficient, and the amount of 
waste and corruption.  Several people noted that with more assistance passing directly through 
the government, the politicization of aid is increasing.  “With budgetary support, assistance has 
become a business for civil servants and politicians.  Assistance only helps those who are on the 
side of the politician.”  Since politicians can also claim that they are responsible for bringing 
assistance to a community/region, assistance is seen to be part of their campaign finance chests.    
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Some donors who provide direct budgetary support acknowledged that there is pressure from 
their head offices to disburse funds quickly and that they have little time for visits to the field 
because of meetings in the capital and administrative obligations to their headquarters.  Many 
people that the Listening Teams spoke with wondered whether donors were complicit in 
fostering corruption since they know very well what is going on with budgetary support and have 
not established proper monitoring mechanisms.   
 
“Budgetary support – does it really support development?  The money just disappears.” 
 Staff member of a project funded by a multi-lateral agency in Sévaré 
 
“With budget support, the preoccupation is to disburse funds. We speak about governance and 
transparency, but the donors all know that a lot disappears or is poorly utilized.  We are 
complicit.” 
 Coordinator of an international NGO in Bamako 
 
“Budgetary support, with direct financing of the government, has evolved over the years but we 
need to address the serious problem of control.  Each donor has its procedures and controls its 
funding in its own manner.  Donors need to agree on how to control.  Internal controls need to be 
more rigorous.” 
 Senior level official at a government ministry in Bamako 
 
“It is only the NGOs that help us directly [versus the government].  We hear about assistance on 
the radio, but that is only for the chefs [leaders] in Bamako and other cities.  We don’t see the 
impact of this kind of assistance at our level.” 

Woman in Kita 
 
“In a general sense, international assistance is good.  But it is too bad that large projects which 
are run through the government are heavy in terms of administration and that disbursements are 
very slow.  They are not well managed and there is a lot of waste.” 
 Operations coordinator of an international NGO in Bamako    
 
“Mali receives a lot of assistance but it remains stuck in Bamako. We need to look at how 
assistance can be allocated through the angle of decentralization.” 

President (female) of a women’s association in Kita  
 
“Aid very often does not reach the targeted population.  And when it does arrive, it’s just 
crumbs.  Most of the assistance is blocked in the offices of the central administration and 
evaporates into nature.  The question I ask is: why do the donors continue to pour money [into 
the government] in this context?  Do they really want to contribute to the improvement in the 
standard of living of vulnerable populations in Mali?  If so, they need to change their strategy 
and listen attentively to the targeted population.  This has unfortunately not been happening until 
now.” 
 Manager (male) of a state-owned enterprise in Kita 
 
“They talk about decentralization and de-concentration but we haven’t seen anything.  We need 
to have a de-concentration of budget support to the circle or commune level.  Until now, 
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everything has been concentrated in Bamako.  Assistance could also be directed to NGOs which 
are in contact with the local population and which are working in consultation with the de-
concentrated technical services and the decentralized collectivities.” 

Civil servants representing the de-concentrated services of a Ministry and a mayor’s 
office at the circle level, both based in an administrative center outside of Bamako 

  

 
Through Intermediaries 

The different layers through which international assistance must pass – whether through 
administrative offices, government-run programs, international NGOs and/or local associations – 
were often referred to as “intermediary” groups between the donors and people in local 
communities.  In general, people acknowledged the important role that international and local 
NGOs in particular can play, for example in providing technical assistance and building capacity 
and many preferred that aid pass through them rather than through the government for the 
reasons noted above.  As the President of a local NGO said, “I would prefer to receive funding 
from an international NGO than to be a service provider for a government ministry – there is too 
much paperwork, the ‘pratique de 10%’ [the practice of taking a 10% cut at each level] and so 
many headaches!”   
 
Nonetheless, a common perception across all regions was that intermediary groups spend a lot 
(too much) on salaries, consultants’ fees, vehicles, conferences and workshops, per diems, office 
buildings and administrative costs, and that very little ends up reaching the intended 
beneficiaries.  Due to the lack of information (see section on Information and Communication 
below) on how and why money is spent the way it is, people have the perception that passing 
funds through intermediaries is wasteful and inefficient, and may even encourage corruption.  At 
each level, “everyone takes a cut, whether for administrative costs or because of la magouille 
[scheming].”   
 
Several people felt that donors end up relying on local intermediary groups because they do not 
have the time to go out to the field, to monitor activities adequately and to see the reality on the 
ground.  Some people had the view that since donors have very little contact with the local 
populations, they are not aware of intermediaries’ high administrative costs and may not 
understand that such intermediaries may themselves be corrupt or can be influenced by political 
considerations.  The real priorities of the population may therefore not be identified and 
addressed.  People felt that assistance programs could have a greater impact and be more 
sustainable if more funds were granted directly to communities or through decentralized 
structures (communes, circles, etc.) with less used for administration and overhead.  
 
Several people believe that an aid “mafia” has emerged, a small elite circle that controls access 
to coveted jobs and consulting opportunities associated with development assistance, especially 
in these intermediary groups.  When projects or programs end, staff move on to the next position, 
based on their CV or on their connections, but with little consideration as to their real skills, true 
performance or actual results they have achieved.  One shopkeeper in Sévaré, for example, 
likened staff members that float from NGO to NGO to “bees that draw nectar from flower to 
flower, but do they ever make honey?”   
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"We would like to see the donors directly and speak to them face-to-face.  There are too many 
intermediaries.  It ends up that we only receive a small fraction of the assistance that is given to 
Mali." 
 A grain seller (female) in Gao 
 
“We wish that every time there is assistance, it reaches the beneficiaries.  That means that it is 
necessary to work with actors at the grassroots level.” 

Farmer (male) from Timbuktu 
 
“We should avoid the ‘armada’ of experts that cost so much and focus more on actions on the 
ground.  Only a small percentage of budgets actually reach the population.  So much is spent on 
per diems, trips, vehicles. There are so many studies, meetings, workshops.  We have to act!” 
 Operations Coordinator (male) of an international NGO in Bamako 
 
“Assistance which comes from the State enriches individuals; for NGOs, it’s the same thing.  
They aim to develop themselves first.  Assistance is really destined for Europe and only transits 
by the country.  It’s a small percentage of assistance which reaches the beneficiaries.  The rest is 
consumed along the way by intermediaries, because of management structures and heavy 
administration.  Assistance should help beneficiaries directly, without too many intermediaries in 
order to avoid losses and waste.” 

Senior Member of the ‘Circle’ Advisory Board, a decentralized administrative structure, 
near Kita 

  
“We receive assistance but it is never direct.  It’s always through a third-party intermediary, so 
we do not really manage our own project.  For example, we requested a loan for 2 million CFA 
francs [approximately $5,000 US].  Our association received 1,750,000 CFA francs.  The 
intermediary group retained the 250,000 CFA francs difference for its service fees, but we still 
have to reimburse the full 2 million CFA francs amount.” 
 President (female) of a local association in Kita 
  
“The ‘chain’ of assistance is too long, and at each stage, some is taken out.  The management 
structures are heavy and too expensive.”  

President (male) of a local NGO in Kita 
 
“Donors should verify that assistance reaches the poorest.  We hear about money but we don’t 
see anything.  The role of intermediaries should be limited and assistance should go directly to 
the beneficiaries.” 
 Laborer (male) in Timbuktu 
 
“Donors should deal directly with the population.  Now, they pass through intermediaries, such 
as different layers of the government or NGOs.  This approach doesn’t allow assistance to reach 
those in need.” 
 Member of a women’s association in Koulikoro 
 
“The people that aid passes through are all crocodiles!” 
 Staff member of an association that supports youth employment in Sévaré 
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“If we could reduce the ‘prestige expenses’, such as for fancy vehicles, expensive seminars and 
nice villas [for offices and/or staff accommodations paid by an organization], and if we could 
waste less, the savings would go where they should, to those who really need the assistance.” 
 Shopkeeper (male) in Sévaré 
 
“Regarding the intermediary NGOs between the donors and the population, we do not 
necessarily have to get rid of them or sweep them aside – because they do have their role in the 
system.  But they have to change their behavior.  They have to think more about the grassroots 
level.” 
 Staff member at a community health center in Sévaré 
 
“The management of aid is very controversial.  It is linked to individuals.  If aid passes through 
people who are not well-intentioned, then it is not good.” 
 Civil servant from Goundam, near Timbuktu   
 
“The intermediary NGOs between the donors and the population are like traders.  It’s a very 
profitable business for them … There is something that doesn’t ring true with them.  The results 
are not up to the level of the funds they have received.” 
 Owner of a private transport company (male) in Mopti 
 

 
With Local Engagement and Participation 

The Listening Teams heard several positive examples where people had appreciated the fact that 
they felt truly engaged and were able to participate throughout the process of international 
assistance efforts.  People acknowledged that there have been great improvements in how 
projects are determined and planned as compared to, for example, twenty years ago.  People 
made comments such as, “Before, projects were planned and decided upon elsewhere, then aid 
workers came and activities were implemented here.  But now, more and more, people are 
involved in the discussions from the beginning of a project.”   
 
Nonetheless, communities still seek a more thoughtful and informed engagement process which 
recognizes and taps their local knowledge, skills and experience.  Many people expressed the 
desire to have more involvement in projects that are initiated on their behalf.  For some, this 
means the actual physical participation in an activity; for others, participation entails being 
consulted and listened to in the early stages and during implementation.  Many international 
development agencies are committed to engaging communities in participatory processes 
(indeed, some people felt that NGO/INGO-led development initiatives were more participatory 
than government-led ones), but as some people noted, since they often have to deal with donor 
demands and requirements which seem driven by the need to implement and achieve results 
quickly, this may be difficult.   
 
On the other hand, a Listening Team member recounted the example of community members 
near Koro who felt discouraged and let down after a long, drawn-out planning process, with 
multiple preparatory meetings, consultations and site visits and a lot of negotiations and 
discussions.  In the end, all they got were “crumbs” and a project that fell way below their 
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expectations.  In their minds, they questioned whether all that “participation” and investment of 
time and effort was really worth it. 
 
Several people spoke of what they consider a participation limitée in terms of who is actually 
consulted and who participates in assistance programs.  Some felt, for example, that assistance 
programs may be limiting the participation to elites, intellectuals or local community-based 
organizations.  International NGOs and donors may think that they are working in a participatory 
manner, but they may be consulting with leaders, groups or individuals that do not seek the 
community’s input and do not necessarily represent the priorities of the local population, and that 
may make decisions unilaterally which may not be in the best interest of community members.   
Youth in particular expressed their frustration at being excluded from decision-making and 
planning processes, and felt that their ideas and viewpoints were not considered.   
 
Some people feel that those with influence and power in the village make the decisions about 
what activities will take place and who will benefit.  Corruption (diversion, nepotism and 
favoritism) by those who make decisions and control resources was also cited by some as a 
factor limiting broader, fuller and more transparent participation of people in communities.   
 
Several people also noted that communities may be consulted at the beginning of a project, 
during the design and planning phase, but may not truly be listened to and are rarely involved in 
a participatory manner during implementation and/or during mid-term assessments and final 
evaluations.  Donors and INGOs, for example, prepare their reports and send them to 
headquarters or financial supporters, but do not send them to communities for their feedback and 
input.  Information about results achieved, problems encountered, unintended impacts and 
expenses incurred is often not shared.  It was the view of many people that such practices could 
contribute to a lack of ownership and could jeopardize the sustainability of projects in the long 
run. 
 
“Program planning should include participation that starts from the grassroots and works its way 
up, in an ascending manner, rather than coming down from on high.” 
 Representative of a local NGO (female) in Bankass 
 
“The elites are always the ones up in front.  We have never met the people who give aid.  They 
meet the big leaders and then they leave.  People who can contest what the leaders say or who 
may have a different point of view do not attend these meetings.  NGOs should address 
themselves to everyone, not just one or two persons. 
 Head of a youth organization (male) in a village on the outskirts of Bankass 
 
“The donors never take the time to consult with and listen to beneficiaries.  This is the first time I 
have seen that! ” 
 President (female) of an association in Kita 
 
“We should make sure that the beneficiaries are participating fully in the management of funds 
that are given to us.  Sometimes I wonder if donor representatives in the field are not conniving 
with upper levels.  It’s true that good things have been accomplished.  For example, our youth 
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have gone to study abroad and we have infrastructure, but the situation of the population has not 
changed much because they, especially rural people, do not benefit from this assistance.” 
 Village elder (male) in Kita 
 
“We want assistance that helps us solve our problems, that arrives after having listened to us.” 
 Vegetable grower (female) in Toya, near Timbuktu 
 
“Funds arrive in Bamako and then are sent to Kayes.  Kayes never consults with Kita but just 
makes decisions for Kita.  They launch a request for bids to carry out a project and inform us 
afterwards that such-and-such company has been selected to come and work here.  In other 
words, Kita doesn’t have any control even though the expertise that is sought exists here.” 
 President (male) of an artisans association in Kita 
 
“We always receive assistance through third-party intermediaries.  It is always others who come 
to design and implement projects on our behalf.  We don’t even manage our own projects and 
they often do not understand our real needs.” 
 Members of an association for handicapped persons in Kita 
  
“When the Minister of Education came here to place the first stone [for the construction of a new 
classroom], we wanted to show her the classrooms made of straw huts, but her protocol officers 
did everything they could to distract her so that she would not see the reality.” 
 Primary school teacher in a village near Kita 
 
4. Where and With Whom Assistance is Provided 
 
The Listening Teams heard a lot about the targeting of assistance and beneficiary selection.  
Some people described experiences in which beneficiary selection processes seemed fair, 
reasonable and appropriate.  When assistance went to the truly vulnerable and poor, there tended 
not to be disagreements, misunderstandings or jealousy.  As one person said, “In my 
neighborhood, I saw that it was the real beneficiaries, those who deserved it, who received the 
assistance such as when food was distributed to needy families.”  However, others felt that the 
beneficiary selection processes used by some international agencies and government offices were 
inconsistent with development objectives and needed to be better explained, more transparent 
and participatory. 
 
There were a few comments about how certain people, groups or communities may be receiving 
disproportionate amounts of assistance because of their geographic location, political 
considerations, misappropriation, or agencies’ selection criteria.  Many people in the south, for 
example, had the impression that much of the assistance coming to Mali was directed to the 
north.  For some, this was seen as unfair, while for others it was deemed appropriate given that 
this is an isolated region with very harsh and difficult living conditions.  On the other hand, 
people in the north said that they too had heard that lots of assistance was supposedly being sent 
up there, but that there was a big discrepancy between what they heard and what they saw on the 
ground.  One member of an artisan association in Kita told the Listening Team that materials that 
were supposedly destined for Kita were re-routed to Ségou because the distribution coordinator 
was from that area.   
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A few people believed that aid agencies focus predominately on rural areas and voiced concern 
that urban districts are often overlooked and neglected.  Urban dwellers expressed their wish for 
employment opportunities, support for income-generating activities and access to credit and 
skill-building.  As one watchman at the office of an INGO in Sévaré pointed out, “I don’t see 
anything here in town.  People in town are needy, too.”   
 
The limited support for the disabled was also mentioned in a few instances in different sites that 
the Listening Teams visited, with comments such as “We [persons with disabilities] see a lot of 
projects in Mali but there isn’t a lot of consideration for us.  We are marginalized.” 
 
There were several comments about how many assistance programs tend to favor women, such 
as micro-finance, education and literacy activities. This came up in Gao, for example, where 
many felt that aid is oriented in favor of women to the exclusion of men.  For some people, this 
was appropriate and they understood the reasons for targeting women and recognized the 
positive benefits of such decisions.  For others, however, it was seen as divisive and unfair, such 
as when school feeding programs provide extra incentives to girls to encourage their attendance, 
but boys do not receive anything.  In one school feeding program that a Listening Team visited, 
people were concerned that only girls receive cooking oil at the end of a quarter if their 
attendance was at a certain level (meant to encourage their families to send them to school).  In 
some cases, Listening Teams heard that boys had dropped out of school because they felt 
discouraged that their attendance and academic pursuits were not being similarly supported. 
However, sometimes women belonging to certain groups were also left out of aid programs.  A 
group of military wives that the Listening Team in Gao met noted that they felt excluded 
because, according to them, assistance is never given to military spouses.  They felt that they 
were not treated equally as wives of civilians.   
 
As stated before, some felt that the criteria for micro-finance programs put certain people out of 
reach, especially the poor.  The requirements to have bank accounts, conditions for guarantees 
and the high interest rates are such that many do not have access to these opportunities.  A group 
of drivers with a union in Bamako told the story of how at one point a credit scheme was 
launched to allow drivers to buy new cars so that they could become independent taxi drivers.  
The taxis cost 7 million CFA francs and the requirement was to put down 300,000 CFA francs as 
a deposit, with a very short repayment schedule.  This was well beyond what most of them could 
afford, so they wondered who the program was really destined for and whether aid, in general, 
really helps.  They feared that had they accepted such loans, they would have become slaves to 
the repayment program or simply become drivers for someone else. 
 
Some people had the perception that certain socio-professional groups that are in the minority 
(such as fishermen and animal raisers) have been excluded and abandoned by aid efforts since 
many programs support agriculture/farming activities over pastoralist/animal husbandry 
activities.  For example, one of the Listening Teams met a group of fisherwomen in the 
Timbuktu region who explained that they had never received assistance partly because they are 
isolated and are not organized into an association but mostly, in their view, because their 
livelihood (fishing) is not a priority area for international assistance programs.  This is a sensitive 
issue (particularly in the north where there is competition for land and water resources and where 
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these livelihoods are associated with certain ethnic groups) that could potentially feed into inter-
group tensions, according to some persons.   
 
“Assistance arrives but does not benefit everyone.” 

Watchman (male) for an NGO office in Timbuktu 
 
“Aid doesn’t necessarily have to be 50% – 50% between the north and the south.  The conditions 
are more difficult and severe up north.  Assistance can help the north to develop.  Without 
development in the north, there will never be stability.” 
 Shopkeeper (male) in Sévaré 
 
 

 
Working with Local Associations 

Several people noted that international assistance has contributed positively to the strengthening 
of civil society in Mali and to the emergence of the mouvement associatif, which has indirectly 
supported the country’s move towards democracy and decentralization.  They explained that 
members of associations have gained experience in serving on management committees, creating 
boards of directors, electing their officers, and being accountable.  As a Member of Parliament 
with many years of development experience commented, associations provide space for dialogue 
and sharing of experiences, offer a sense of belonging, and allow people the chance to plan 
together and make joint decisions, to learn to negotiate, to consult one another and gain 
consensus.  They have also helped raise people’s awareness and given more control to the local 
level.  Several people pointed out that, through their involvement in associations, women have 
gained access to credit and training for income-generating activities, participated in literacy 
courses, and enhanced their leadership skills. 
 
“Assistance should pass through associations rather than go to individuals.  It is more transparent 
that way, and encourages exchange and learning amongst members.” 
 Elderly woman in Sévaré 
 
“Working collectively in associations is good.  We trust one another and we have been able to 
share the revenue.” 
 Artisan (male) in Mopti 
 
“Being in a savings and credit group, we have been able to save money on our own and give 
credit to members.  This has really helped us.” 
 Two housewives in the Berrah Commune of Gao 
 
“The key to participatory development is the association.  The whole village can participate and 
be active.  Associations provide the space for sharing and allow people to have a sense of 
belonging.” 
 Member of Parliament (male) in Bamako 
 
“Our association got support for our vegetable growing activities.  We’ve been able to produce 
more and increase our family revenues.” 
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 Members of a women’s association in Kita 
 
However, several people noted the downside of putting so much emphasis on “associations.”  
Donors and international NGOs, for example, often require that assistance be directed through 
associations (versus individuals) in an effort to increase accountability, to spread the benefits out 
to more people, and so on.  People believe that this has spawned a proliferation of associations 
across the country which has come about not for the economic and social benefits of working 
collectively, for the mutual, shared interests and for solidarity reasons, but simply so that people 
can gain access to assistance.  Several people cited examples of fictitious associations, composed 
of only one or two persons with a list of false names; of associations serving primarily one 
family or clan; and of associations that break up immediately after managing to obtain a loan or 
materials.   
 
There were also concerns that group borrowing and joint liability in associations creates peer 
pressure and loss of trust amongst members when things get stressful or when there are 
problems.  Some people pointed out that some lending programs are only open to 
associations/groups that are already organized and operating, so people who are not members of 
an association (often the poorest) are not able to access funds—leaving them further 
marginalized.  In their view, a limited understanding of the context and the lack of adequate 
follow-up by donors feed into these problems.   
 
“Donors require that we establish associations [in order to be eligible for support] but these 
associations have in some cases become the source of our misfortune.  It can happen this way, 
for example:  I create an association and I am the President.  My sister becomes the Secretary 
and another sister becomes the Treasurer so it becomes a family affair.  I can easily mobilize 100 
other women to become members of my association, but they won’t have the right to question 
things or have their say.  When the funding arrives, you are marginalized if you keep asking 
questions.  All the association’s income goes to the President.  When the donors return, the 
association’s leaders convoke some of the members and pay them to attend a donor’s meeting.  
The donor is happy and concludes that all is going well.  But, in fact, nothing is going well!  The 
funding comes to those who know how to work the system.  People who have good ideas but do 
not know how to reach the donors receive nothing.  It’s a closed circle and it’s the privileged few 
who benefit from assistance, not those who should receive it.” 
 Leader of a women’s association in Koulikoro 
 
“One NGO encouraged us ‘Quick, quick!  Organize yourselves into an association!’ so that we 
could access funding even though we had never had experience working together nor had the 
same aspirations.” 
 Member of a woman’s association in Mopti 

 
 
 
 

5. Information and Communication 
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In all regions, people spoke about the importance of having access to information and improving 
communication among groups involved in relief and development efforts.  Regular and open 
communication between the central and local governments, donors, international and local 
NGOs, and community members is seen as critical for ensuring transparency and building trust, 
decreasing the sense of uncertainty and suspicion, raising awareness of marginalized groups 
about opportunities that exist, and enhancing community participation in planning, design and 
implementation. 
 
Many people – at all levels – commented on the lack of information about how much money has 
been given to Mali and for what purposes, how much is spent and on what activities in different 
regions.  People in all sites that Listening Teams visited mentioned that they regularly hear about 
development assistance to the country on the radio and television, but that they never hear the 
details about how funds will be disbursed, what they are destined for specifically, and so on. 
Almost every evening, news broadcasters announce new development programs or show footage 
of a signing ceremony for a cooperation agreement between a donor and a government ministry, 
but few details are provided and there is little follow up to see how the funds have been used and 
what impacts have been made.    
 
In addition to the lack of information about the large-scale assistance flowing into Mali, people 
were also at times unsure of local and international agencies’ mandates, areas of intervention and 
activities.  This lack of information and communication can result in misunderstandings and 
confusion about the intentions and objectives of international assistance agencies, raise 
unrealistic expectations, and create frustrations and doubts as to their role and value-added.  As 
some people said, “There are a lot of NGOs around and they have big signs but we don’t have 
any idea what they do!” or, “We see their air conditioned 4-wheel drive vehicles; they come, 
they pass through, but we don’t know what they are doing.”   
 
A group of tourist guides in Bankass, for example, felt that if information were more open and 
transparent it would result in a more level playing field for all and people could be informed 
about opportunities on a more timely basis.  Those in decision-making positions with regards to 
project resources might be less inclined to bouffe [divert/steal] the money or direct it towards 
their friends and family, and people could have recourse to complain if a problem arose.  Very 
similar sentiments were voiced by a clothing designer and tailor at the arts and crafts market in 
Mopti who mentioned that local authorities remain very “tight-lipped” about funding 
opportunities and rig the system so that others cannot have access.  Unfortunately, he explained, 
the people these programs are meant to serve, especially the young, do not benefit fully and 
fairly.  Along the same lines, the owner of a transport company in Mopti noted that, “All the 
players should have access to the same information – the beneficiaries, contractors, authorities, 
donors – in order to avoid diversion.” 
 
Another issue relating to information and communication had to do with the various groups or 
intermediaries (government officials, INGOs, research organizations, consulting teams) that 
visited communities to complete surveys and questionnaires, to conduct needs assessments or to 
carry out evaluations, but that provided little or no follow-up afterwards.  People felt a bit “used” 
and expressed confusion and disappointment with such groups that rarely returned to discuss the 
information collected, the findings and conclusions of those studies, or the decisions and plans 
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that were made as a result.  They felt this showed a lack of respect and courtesy.  One group in 
Doundou, near Sévaré, recounted their experience with an international organization that came 
four or five times to their village to discuss preliminary plans for a project and asked a lot of 
questions but then suddenly stopped coming and never returned, with no explanation as to why 
contact had been cut.  This particular community did not know how to get back in touch with the 
INGO.   
 
The Listening Teams noted that there were also people who seemed to be invisible to 
international assistance efforts, due to their lack of awareness that opportunities even exist and 
lack of familiarity with the mechanisms for tapping resources, initiating contact and gaining 
access.  Some people felt completely disconnected from aid efforts and it was not even in their 
realm of imagination that they could or should benefit.  This emerged during conversations with 
a group of young pousse-pousseurs [pushcart pushers] and several market vendors in Bamako 
(amongst others) who commented, for example, that, “Assistance is for the leaders and others, 
not for us.”  
 
“They keep information for themselves so that they can benefit more and divert funds.  We hear 
that assistance has arrived, but it’s the leaders who divert funds in order to build villas and buy 
beautiful cars.” 
 Village elder from Sangarebougou Village in the Commune Rurale de Sebekoro, Kita 
 
“We hear that billions of CFA francs are invested in the Timbuktu area, but we do not see the 
impact. Most of the aid budget goes towards the purchase of vehicles, motorcycles and fuel, and 
only crumbs arrive at the community level, where the intended beneficiaries are." 
 Farmer (male) from Timbuktu 
 
“There has been a sense of discomfort amongst the population in recent years.  We regularly hear 
on the radio and television and read in the newspapers, that important amounts of assistance have 
been given to Mali.  Communications go no further than these simple announcements.  There is 
no explanation for how and where funds will be used.  For the average citizen, they naturally 
wonder, ‘where has all this money gone?’” 
 Senior level official (male) at government ministry in Bamako 
 
“We have no idea about how much the Ministry of Education gets from donors.” 

Director of primary school near Kita 
 
“To claim access to these resources, it’s necessary to have information but we don’t have the 
information.  We are not associated with management.  Information is poorly shared – only 
along political affinities or ethnic lines.  For example, we learned that fertilizers were being 
subsidized but what do we need to do to gain access to them?” 

Village elder (male) from Sangarebougou Village near Kita 
 
 
 

6. Accountability, Transparency, and Corruption  
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Linked with the issue of information and communication (and Follow-up, Oversight and 
Accompaniment, below), the important issues of accountability, transparency and corruption 
were raised by people in all the regions that the Listening Teams visited.  People said that they 
would like to know how the funds and other resources that have been granted to Mali are used, 
and expressed concern that assistance does not always reach its final destination, with comments  
such as, “Aid does not always reach the poorest,” or, “When you invest $10 in Mali, only $1 gets 
to the final beneficiaries.”    
 
As noted earlier under the section on intermediaries, many suspect that the original amounts of 
assistance destined for local communities have been reduced because of excessive administrative 
costs, inefficiencies in the system, political considerations and/or corruption (diversion, 
nepotism, and favoritism).  Some are angry and frustrated about this situation; others seemed 
resigned to the fact that this occurs.  As a lumber vendor near Gao noted, “Even if all of the aid 
does not arrive here and some gets taken out along the way, at least we do not lose all of it.”   
 
For some, corruption has become institutionalized in Mali and is just the way things are done.  
One public official in Bankass lamented, “It’s unfortunate and too bad, but true.”  Some noted 
how aid has been contributing to the situation.  A common sentiment that Listening Teams heard 
was that, without connections to those who make decisions or control resources, getting access to 
international assistance was difficult.  A grain seller in Gao stated, “Aid only gets to those people 
or those villages that have parents in the system, or to villages where a lot of civil servants come 
from.”  Moreover, people acknowledged that false, invented or exaggerated numbers can easily 
be included in progress reports to the donors (especially if their monitoring and follow-up is 
limited).  For example, one Listening Team learned of a literacy program that a local NGO was 
running, where several women had dropped out after the first class but reports to the donor kept 
stating high participation levels so that the organization would not lose the funding.  Similarly, 
the owner of a private transport company that has received several contracts from international 
agencies to transport commodities for food-for-work schemes told another Listening Team about 
many instances that he was aware of when village leaders falsified beneficiary lists so that they 
and their families and friends could benefit.  
 
While there might always be some who will continue to take advantage of aid programs, several 
people expressed the need for a comprehensive change in mind-set on the part of those who 
manage resources for others. As one person said, “People need to realize that what they manage 
belongs to others; they need to do it well so that others benefit.”  People also suggested that 
donors and international NGOs need to ensure adequate follow-up and monitoring.   
 
There was widespread agreement that international assistance would be more effective if 
corruption were reduced.  Some people felt that there should be annual audits for how funds have 
been managed and how aid has been disbursed.   Project designs, budgets and strategies should 
be openly shared and more transparent so that communities themselves can play a role in 
monitoring implementation.  As more and more assistance passes through civil society 
organizations, people suggested that there should be a “right of inspection” for the government, 
donors and beneficiaries, meaning that those who receive funds to be spent on behalf of others 
should be accountable for such funds that are entrusted to them.   
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Many people expressed concern about the lack of accountability by INGOs and NGOs when 
projects fail or do not meet their expectations.  They felt that for the intermediary organizations, 
accountability needs to go in both directions – both up to donors and government offices as well 
as back down to the local population (upstream and downstream accountability).  As one person 
said, “Some international NGOs receive huge sums of money, but we can never track the funds.  
They are not always accountable to villages and to the state.” 
 
In addition to the missing resources, some people spoke about a lack of confidence that has 
emerged towards aid agencies concerning their motivations and intentions.  For example, 
community members in a village near Mopti told the story of how a water pump broke down, 
“right after we finished paying back the loan and we’re sure that the NGO calculated it that way 
on purpose so that we would have to pay for another!”  Even if this is the perception rather than 
the reality, it highlights that transparency and access to information are inter-related issues that 
are important to reduce suspicions and to build trust.   
 
“There are many intermediaries between the donors and the population, such as government, 
NGOs, community associations, village leaders ... Imagine that you are giving us a sealed bottle 
of water.  All along the way, people are thirsty.  Some take sips, some take gulps.  By the time it 
gets to where it is supposed to arrive, there are just a few drops left.” 
 A woman in a village near Kita 
 
“Corruption is on such a large scale here.  A staff member of an international or local NGO, after 
a few years, is able to build a house worth 30-40 million CFA francs.  Is that proportional to his 
income?  There is not an NGO director in town without a personal vehicle, a nice house, a big 
boubou [a fancy and expensive outfit] and a beautiful woman!” 
 Shop keeper (male) in Sévaré 
 
“Everyone wants to be a chef so that they can divert funds!  Chefs can pocket the money or send 
it to their communities.” 
 Physician in Kita 
 
 “A pot that is used to boiling will always boil.” (“Une marmite qui a l’habitude de brûler brûlera 
toujours.”) 
 Wood gatherer in Gao 
 
“I find that aid that is given to Mali lacks transparency.  The population is not informed at all.  
They say that Mali has received X amount of CFA francs but the population never knows how 
this assistance is used.   The population only hears that on the radio, but as to how the aid will 
actually be spent is not revealed.” 
 Director of a primary school near Kita 
 
“There is the ‘pratique de 10%’ where 10% is cut at each level.  A contractor, for example, will 
have to build a school classroom with only 40% of the original budget.  Obviously, there will be 
an impact on the quality of construction.” 
 Local official in Bankass 
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“We see the long chain of assistance.  What reaches the operational level is tiny.” 
 Senior staff member of an international non-governmental organization 
  
“Assistance is poorly distributed because billions [of CFA francs] are disbursed as part of the 
fight against poverty but just a small percentage reaches the rural population.” 
 President of a local NGO in Kita 
 
“If aid has not succeeded, it’s because of poor management, because of some people’s greed.” 
 School principal in a village on the outskirts of Sévaré 
 
“Assistance most often does not arrive to the targeted population.  When it does arrive, it’s just 
crumbs.  Most assistance stops in the offices of the central administration and evaporates into the 
air.  The question I ask myself is why the donors continue to pour money in this context.  Do 
they really want to contribute to improve the standard of living of Mali’s vulnerable population?  
If this is the case, they have to seriously change their strategy and listen attentively to the target 
population.  This, unfortunately, has not been done so far.”   
 Senior staff member (male) of a state enterprise in Kita 
 
“Assistance has served to enrich the rich and to impoverish the poor.” 
 Teacher (female) in Gao 
 
“We hear about billions of CFA francs coming [to Mali] on the television and on the radio, but 
people still die of starvation.  Where do these billions go?” 
 Driver of a local NGO in Gao 
 
“The problem with assistance is management.  It’s clean and transparent management that is 
lacking.  Those in position of responsibility don’t manage the assistance well.  Assistance that is 
offered often deviates from its original objectives.  When we are capable of taking on our 
responsibilities, we will gain the credibility in the eyes of our international partners and the 
beneficiaries.” 

Principal of a secondary school in Koulikoro 
 
“The average person on the street doesn’t realize to what point the country is like a dry sponge, 
soaking up every drop of water.” 

An expatriate with more than 20 years’ experience in Africa, working on a mining project 
funded by a multilateral agency in Mali, based in Bamako 

 
“Donors need to monitor the activities that they finance in order to avoid funds being diverted by 
politicians and leaders.” 
 Cattle herder from Tacharane, near Gao 
 
“Assistance is diverted.  It serves to build big houses for politicians while the real beneficiaries 
suffer.” 
 Vegetable grower (female) from Gao 
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“Aid doesn’t always help the real beneficiaries but the problem is that no one can punish those 
who are responsible.  No one can touch them.” 
 Security guard at the office of an international NGO in Sévaré 
 
7. Follow-Up, Oversight and Accompaniment 

 
An important issue that was raised in all of the regions that the Listening Teams visited was the 
need for regular, consistent monitoring and follow-up on the part of donors and international 
NGOs in order to avoid theft and mismanagement (as noted above), to ensure that funds are 
disbursed appropriately and to the right persons, to demonstrate solidarity and their interest in the 
community’s welfare, to ensure the sustainability of investments, and to show their commitment 
to achieving positive results.  There was a belief that if donors and international NGOs spent 
more time in the field, then they would gain a better understanding of the local context and 
programs might better match the local needs and priorities.  As several people said, “Assistance 
is useful if it is followed regularly,” “For assistance to be effective, donors should come and 
discuss with the poor,” and “If donors come to the grassroots level, it will facilitate 
development.”   
 
The relational aspects of follow-up and accompaniment were also cited as important.  People felt 
that visits to the field reinforced relationships with partners and communities since they were a 
valuable opportunity to get to know one another, to listen, to discuss problems together and to 
find joint solutions.   
 
People did make the distinction between groups that followed up regularly and those that did not, 
and they recognized the differences in the quality of programming as a result.  For example, a 
businessman in a village near Kita recalled vividly a direct collaboration between his village and 
an international NGO a few years ago.  In his view, one of the reasons the collaboration was so 
successful was because there was rigorous follow-up by the community members and the INGO 
staff. 
 
People appreciated those groups that did monitor and follow up, however they were extremely 
perplexed that some donors make little effort to follow up in the field and seemingly do not care 
about results or impacts even though they provide so much support.  Some questioned whether 
donors become unintentionally complicit in corruption because they have limited follow-up and 
monitoring.  They regretted the fact that some visits were very brief and that donors always 
seemed to be in a hurry.  In their view, donors seem to be responding more to the needs of their 
own organizations and are more pre-occupied with feeding their own system (with reports, 
meetings, data collection, etc.) than observing, addressing and learning from issues in the field.  
Donor representatives themselves lamented the fact that they have little time to go to the field to 
see activities first-hand and to meet with partners and beneficiaries.  Time constraints and the 
additional costs that more frequent monitoring visits would entail were cited as reasons for the 
limited follow-up on the ground. 
The balance between trust and control was also considered important.  On the one hand, some 
donors and outside groups might intervene to the point where it can become interference or 
reflect a lack of confidence in a local partner’s technical, financial or management skills.  When 
INGOs and donors arrive for unannounced visits, it can be perceived that they do not trust the 
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local NGO or community and they may be seen as a “policeman.”  On the other hand, some 
people pointed out that things can easily be “arranged” when a donor notifies a local partner or 
community beforehand, so it is important to do some spot checking.  As several people noted, 
“trust does not exclude control,” and having rigorous monitoring systems in place does not 
reflect a lack of confidence or diminish the spirit of partnership.  Regular follow-up visits help 
donors to appreciate, monitor, control and be more accountable for how their assistance is used.   
 
The issue of following up also extends beyond the formal project period to ensure the continuity, 
ownership and sustainability of activities.  A physician in Mopti, for example, spoke of his 
experience working on a health project in Gao that had been funded by a bilateral agency several 
years earlier.  The activities were supposedly transferred over to the Ministry of Health once the 
formal “project” was over but a few months later, the activities had halted.  In his view, this 
reflected (in part) a lack of proper planning for an effective exit strategy which might have 
required occasional visits for technical support and guidance to the Ministry over a longer period 
of time and beyond the formal project period.  
 
“Aid cannot be effective if there is not follow-up, accompaniment, evaluation, controls.  Our 
organization executed a rural development project up in the Timbuktu area.  It was for about 3-4 
million Euros but the donor almost never came.  They only came from time to time.” 
 Coordinator of an international NGO in Bamako 
 
“We are more budget administrators than program managers.  The emphasis is on disbursing 
funds, not really on tracking progress and measuring impacts of activities.” 
 Program manager with a bilateral agency in Bamako 
 
“NGOs have to pay more attention to accompaniment; if not, people will just abandon the project 
afterwards.  For example, we had a project to learn how to make compost.  While the partner was 
there, people made compost but when the project finished, they dropped the activity.” 
 Worker at a school feeding storage facility in a village near Sévaré 
 
“Donors are not always informed about the government service’s practices [with regards to 
managing a program] and beneficiaries don’t say anything because they are afraid of losing the 
benefits.  The solution is to follow the funds down to the level of the beneficiaries.” 
 Staff Members of the Sebekoro Town Hall 
 
 “Donors have a responsibility.  They should have a rigorous follow-up.  If not, nothing will ever 
change, unless they are giving for political reasons.  If aid is for political reasons, then they are 
penalizing the population.” 

Director of a secondary school near Kita 
 

“Since there is a lack of follow-up from the donors, resources can be squandered and 
misappropriated.  The result is that the population does not benefit and does not receive what it 
needs.” 
 Businessman in Badinko, a village near Kita 
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“If you give support to someone and then turn your back, it is as if you say to him, ‘do as you 
wish.’” 
 A young unemployed graduate near Gao 
 
8. Disappointment and Unmet Expectations 
 
Some people have become disappointed and others seemed cynical about the lack of sustainable 
change and significant improvements in Malians’ lives, especially after so many years of 
international assistance.  They had higher expectations about what aid could have and should 
have achieved by now.  A shop owner in Bamako felt that the real notion of what development 
should be has been lost somewhere along the way and that development has become a “cash 
cow” for many people—for the government, for NGOs and associations, for those who get the 
jobs and for others who gravitate around the aid system (except those for whom assistance is 
destined)—and the purpose seems to be to maintain the system.  Some, though, said that we 
should not paint such a negative picture of development progress over the past fifty years, asking 
“Where would Mali be if there hadn’t been assistance?”   
 
“We have had a lot of promises that have not been kept and we are discouraged.  Our only hope 
is the rain because if it rains, we will have something to eat.” 
 Cattle herders in Tacharane, near Gao 
 
“If we have to keep on asking for assistance, that means that what has been given to us so far has 
not been used correctly or has been ineffective.” 
 Shopkeeper (male) in Sévaré 
 
“Malians have been receiving aid for years but, you know, the quality of life of the average 
Malian has barely changed.  Why, then, don’t the donors adapt their way of delivering aid, for 
example, by giving it directly to the targeted population?” 

Local elected official, near Kita 
 
 “Bed nets and free vaccinations are the only positive things I have seen.” 

Village leader from a small village near Kita 
 
“In general, the standard of living of the Malian population has not improved over the past 50 
years.  Things have even regressed.  We don't earn what we used to earn.  Before, it was easier to 
work, to have 10 francs and to multiply them.  Now, it is very difficult to do that.  Since 
independence, we have been ‘sweating under the rain.’” 
 Member of a women’s association in Koulikoro 
 
 
“We have the ‘fight against poverty’ and all these development programs but nothing has really 
changed on the ground.” 
 Tourist guide (male) in Bankass 
 
“International assistance has been a waste of money, a waste of hope.” 
 Shop owner (female) in Bamako 
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“My brother, I don’t know anything about this assistance.  I am a simple welder.  We see the 
roads, the roundabouts and the beautiful houses but I think that before investing billions of CFA 
francs for the construction of this infrastructure, the donors should give us food.  The rest is just 
blah, blah, blah.  There are no solutions.  The poor will always remain poor and the rich will 
remain rich.  I think the real solution is to leave this country.” 
 Welder (male) in Bamako 
 
“In my view, there have been no notable changes in people’s standard of living.  When Mali 
receives 100 billion CFA francs, does the work that gets done really match that amount?  We 
don’t know and, for that reason, it is difficult to measure the impact of assistance.” 
 Primary school teacher (female) in a village near Kita 
 
“Assistance has served to enrich the rich and to impoverish the poor.  The rich have nice homes, 
are well-fed and well-dressed; their children are in good conditions.  They have the best jobs and 
go to the best schools, but the poor don’t have anything.  Assistance has made people bitter and 
has woken the population and made them aware.” 
 Vegetable grower (female) from Gao 
 
9. Dependency 
 
A number of community members, professionals and development practitioners expressed their 
concern about people becoming dependent on assistance due to some of the policies and 
practices of aid organizations.  Indeed, while it was encouraging to hear that many people are 
appreciative of international development assistance (as noted above), the Listening Team 
members were struck by the fact that many also said that assistance was “indispensable” and that 
without it, they could never develop.   
 
At the local, individual level, a sort of “per diem-itis” has set in according to many people.  Over 
the years, some agencies have adopted the practice of paying community members to attend 
training sessions or to participate in meetings, and people have now come to expect such 
payments or feel entitled to them.  As a case in point, some people that the Listening Teams 
approached in the Timbuktu area at first refused to speak with the teams unless they were paid.  
Another gentleman near Sévaré told the Listening Team that, “As soon as you leave today, 
people will approach me and ask how much money I received for having taken the time to speak 
with you.”   
 
These payments have distorted people’s motivations and have created a false view of ownership 
in that people are not participating because they want to provide input into the process or because 
they think that they will learn a new skill or be exposed to new ideas, but because they expect to 
receive compensation.   As one person noted, “the real objective of the project doesn’t interest 
them; they want to know how they are personally going to benefit.”  A Member of Parliament, 
formerly with an international NGO and with many years of development experience, recounted 
the story of when he was involved in an emergency assistance program in the north.  He was 
responsible for bringing a convoy of food aid to the area, and local people for whom the food 
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was destined refused to unload the trucks unless they were paid.  He felt that such attitudes 
regularly hinder international assistance efforts. 
 
Many also wondered whether international assistance has contributed to a social welfare 
mentality and fostered a certain “wait for” attitude, i.e. waiting for international assistance 
agencies, particularly INGOs, to come and resolve their problems.  Some people felt that this 
attitude is prevalent particularly in the northern regions, where communities apparently tend not 
to make much effort or be self-reliant because they figure aid will eventually come.  As one 
person said, “there will always be another project tomorrow.”  According to some, people have 
become “lazy” and their sense of responsibility has diminished because of the ways international 
assistance has been offered.  Some people felt that such attitudes may have already been present, 
a sort of fatalism or passivity, and that international assistance may have just reinforced them. 
 
In addition to dependency at the individual/local level, several people raised the issue of 
dependency amongst intermediaries as well.  Local NGOs and community based organizations 
sometimes feel obliged to accept funding from INGOs or donors, even when such assistance 
does not necessarily match their technical expertise or programming areas, because they see it as 
an opportunity not to be missed and they need the funding in order to survive.  Local 
organizations explained to Listening Teams that they had gotten used to changing donor trends 
and adapted accordingly because they were dependent on foreign aid.  People in communities 
were concerned that this has an impact on the quality of services those local groups provide and 
on the effectiveness of their programs.   
 
At the national level, some people felt that the government is too dependent on foreign aid and 
has little capacity to negotiate or refuse assistance, and that donor contributions can stifle 
creativity and curb efficiency and discipline.  As one person said, “The government should be 
able to say ‘no’ to donors, but instead it says ‘yes, yes, yes’ to any strategy that partners 
propose.”  People fear that a false economy has emerged and that there is too much emphasis on 
donor-funded projects and programs.  They wonder what would happen if the NGO sector and 
major donors pulled out – in terms of job losses, the disruption or halting of critical services, 
unpaid salaries, reduced government budgets, etc.   
 
“It’s simply good fortune, good luck, to be supported and to get assistance.  Why won’t the 
NGOs come here?  All we want is aid.” 

Members of a women’s group in a small fishing village on the outskirts of Mopti 
 
“A person who does not receive assistance cannot move forward.” 
 Vendor (female) at the Tacharane market, near Gao 
 
“A house that you have built yourself, you will coat [with mud or cement] every year, but for a 
house that someone else brings to you, you will wait until he comes back to coat it as well.” 
 Watchman of local NGO in Gao 
 
“Assistance harms us and plunges us further down more than it helps, because rather than 
helping us produce, it gives us food to eat.   Food-for-work has led us to be lazy and to no longer 
do what’s necessary.  We can’t even work in our own fields without being paid!”   
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 Driver of a local NGO in Gao 
 
“At the beginning, everyone is ready and enthusiastic for a community project, but as soon as a 
problem arises, people cross their arms, sit back and wait for others to come and resolve it.” 
 Staff member of an association helping to promote youth employment in Sévaré 
 
“It’s not normal that everyone thinks and expects that NGOs should help them and solve their 
problems.  It’s not healthy.  There’s a distortion in the system.” 
 Shop owner (female) in Bamako 
 
“Mali is a country that needs aid to take off but it always has an outstretched hand.” 
 Operations Coordinator (male) of an international NGO in Bamako 
 
“The State has to be able to say ‘no’ to certain projects and commitments, when, for example, 
donors try to impose certain conditions that Mali should not be prepared to accept.” 
 Member of Parliament in Bamako 
 
However, in contrast to the above-mentioned comments about increased dependency on outside 
assistance, the Listening Teams did hear some inspiring examples of self-reliance.  Some people 
told us how they built their businesses and carried out their activities with little or no external 
assistance.  In the example of the young pushcart pushers noted above, while the young men 
were unaware of and uninformed about international assistance programs, Listening Team 
members admired their ability to organize themselves into a group, collectively purchase 
pushcarts and make a modest living in the capital city—all without external assistance.   
 
10. Coordination of Assistance Efforts 

 
People familiar with aid efforts acknowledge that coordination amongst development actors has 
improved in recent years and pointed to the Forum of Civil Society Organizations in Mali, 
FONGEM2

 

, and the group of Technical and Financial Partners (TFPs) which includes 
multilateral, bilateral and UN agencies, all based in Bamako, as examples of such coordination 
initiatives.  However, they noted that other funding sources, such as foundations, sister-city 
arrangements and so on, are not included in the “club” of Technical and Financial Partners and 
so are not always brought into the discussions about coordination and harmonization.   

Assistance agencies may do an overall mapping of who does what where, and organizations will 
collaborate when they jointly respond to a call for proposals, or when their different domains of 
expertise and comparative advantages can be tapped.  For example, government officials spoke 
very positively of a large consortium consisting of several partners, both international and local, 
that collaborated on a water and sanitation program in the Bankass area.  However, several 
people commented that international NGOs, local NGOs and government officials still did not 
                                                           
2 FONGEM, the Forum for European NGOs in Mali (now known as FONGIM or the Forum for International NGOs in Mali, as 
of December 2009), was created in 2002 in order “to optimize the participation of INGOs dedicated to sustainable human 
development” in Mali.  Its role is to encourage coordination among international NGOs, to promote exchanges and learning, and 
to serve as an interface between its NGO members and other development actors in Mali, such as civil society groups, the 
government and TFPs.  They have established several working groups on thematic issues related to aid effectiveness, health 
policy, food security, water and sanitation, etc. 
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communicate enough with each other at the field level when working in the same geographic 
areas.  All of these actors bring different philosophies, approaches and methods of working with 
the local population and do not always exchange information amongst each other.  As one of the 
Listening Teams heard up in the Mopti/Sévaré area, “There is a lack of dialogue and exchange 
amongst players.  There are a lot of groups intervening here, often with the same activities in the 
same place.”  This can lead to competition, duplication, lack of coherence and an inefficient use 
of resources.  People discussed how improved collaboration and coordination across 
development actors could also ensure that assistance is more evenly distributed among 
communities in need and could reach more remote areas. 
 
For example, the coordinator of an international NGO told the story of how his organization had 
a seed distribution program near Douentza in response to an invasion of locusts and an ensuing 
drought a few years ago.  His organization requested a reimbursement from the local population 
for the seeds that were distributed, while an American INGO working just 2 kilometers away on 
another seed distribution program gave them away for free, along with a sack of millet.  This 
created problems between the communities and for the two agencies.  Some beneficiaries were 
unsure about their responsibilities as participants in these schemes and some were upset that they 
had to pay for what others received for free.  He felt that, in an instance such as this, the Ministry 
of Agriculture is well placed and has an important role to play for harmonizing initiatives, 
establishing policies, and making sure that such approaches are not contradictory.   
 
“There is a lot of duplication of efforts.  There is a lack of synergy and coordination amongst the 
different groups intervening.  For example, there are the same trainers, the same students in 
different NGO training programs.” 
 Staff of a youth employment program in Sévaré 
 
“I think that there is a lot of competition amongst the donors.  Each one seeks to make itself seen 
and is concerned about its public image.  They do not consult one another much in the field.  A 
problem is that they may not share the same vision of development as the government.”   
 Senior Malian development professional (male) working on a UN program in Bamako 
 
 “Each donor has its own principles and has conditions for its assistance.  There is no synergy 
amongst donors.” 

President of a local NGO in Kita 
 
“There is overlap and duplication, a lack of coordination, especially in micro-finance programs.  
Each group that intervenes has its method and sometimes they are contradictory or incoherent 
with one another.” 
 Staff members of a local research-action group in Bankass 
 
11. Partnership, Ownership and Sustainability 
 
“La main qui donne est toujours au dessus de celle qui reçoit,” was an oft-cited quote of the late 
Malian writer and ethnologist Amadou Hampâté Bâ that the Listening Teams heard during their 
conversations.  Translated roughly as “the hand that gives is always above the hand that 
receives,” people referred to this quote when pointing out that those with resources and power 
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are in a position of strength, that donors often have the upper hand in relations with the Malian 
Government, NGOs, local communities and other development actors, and that there are inherent 
power imbalances between donor agencies and aid recipients whether at the national, local or 
individual level.  As a staff member of a local NGO in Sévaré said, “Those who have money 
have the power.”  On the other hand, as another local NGO worker pointed out, “We are not 
obliged to accept everything they [the donors] say.  Just because people have money doesn’t 
mean that they can impose.” 
 
Local NGOs that work with and receive funds from international agencies noted that 
collaborating with international NGOs and bilateral donors may be easier and more successful 
than building relationships and negotiating with multilateral donors.  However, they often feel 
that the notion of “partnership” is very limited in that they are not involved in key decision-
making or strategic planning and that they are not consulted as equal players.  They feel at times 
that there is a lack of respect and appreciation for their contributions.  In their view, their 
international partners need to recognize and acknowledge that there are complementarities 
between them and that the relationship can be mutually beneficial.  Local NGOs know the 
context and culture well, and can bring to the table their range of experiences; international 
NGOs can offer financial and technical support, new ideas and new approaches, and can foster 
exchanges and capacity building.   
 
Representatives of local NGOs also raised the concern that they usually have to be “sponsored” 
by international NGOs in order to gain access to funding from bilateral donors and are often 
treated as “sub-contractors” and executing agencies rather than true partners.  At times, local 
NGOs feel “used” by international NGOs.  Their organizations are included in proposals in order 
to comply with donor requirements that “local partners” be involved, but there may not be a 
genuine, sincere commitment to partnership and joint collaboration.  On the other hand, 
Listening Teams learned about some recent initiatives of INGOs that are trying to get away from 
the “service provider” model of working with local partners.  These INGOs and the local groups 
work together on the project’s conception and planning, submit joint proposals to the donors, and 
have clearly delineated responsibilities and commitments as partners as opposed to simply 
subcontracting with local NGOs for the project’s implementation.    
 
The president of one local association based in Bamako told the Listening Team a story about a 
former partnership with an international NGO for a five-year project funded by a bilateral donor 
(from the same country as the INGO).  During a mid-term assessment carried out by an external 
evaluator, the local association was not consulted, interviewed or invited to participate, even 
though they were technically the “local partner” for the project’s implementation.  The mid-term 
evaluation concluded that there was no value-added in keeping the local association on board so 
their relationship with the INGO was terminated.  It was a unilateral decision where the local 
association had no opportunity to defend itself or to offer explanations to the evaluator, to the 
INGO or to the donor.  In the president’s view, this reflected a lack of respect and demonstrated 
that they were never true “partners.”  He was still hurt and stung by the experience to this day. 
 
Several people noted that real partnership and participation can contribute to a community’s 
sense of ownership.  Projects and programs with true engagement of the community, involved 
from the start in the processes of planning, decision-making, implementation, as well as 
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monitoring and evaluation, tend to be the most successful.  If this does not happen, some 
development practitioners pointed out, community members may take on the attitude of, “It’s the 
NGO’s project not ours,” or “We’ll help you with your project,” rather than seeing it as their 
own.  The coordinator of an INGO in Bamako believed that when the notion of “local and 
inclusive development” is embraced, i.e. when programs fit into local development plans and the 
needs of socially excluded and vulnerable populations are taken into account, activities have a 
greater likelihood of being sustainable.  He gave the counter-example of an INGO that had 
worked up in the north on a rural development program for almost 15 years which was planned 
and managed in a manner that was not participatory, and so the local population never assumed 
ownership and the activities were unsustainable.   
 
Staff at a primary school near Sévaré, and members of its Parents and Teachers Association, 
spoke about their concerns for the sustainability of school feeding activities after the project 
support they have been receiving ends in a few years.  They are concerned that if/when the 
school feeding program stops, enrollment rates, especially for girls, will drop.  Having seen the 
benefits of the program, they are already consulting amongst themselves about how the 
community can continue the activities on their own by planting a school garden, getting people 
to volunteer their services for cooking and preparing meals, keeping records, and so on.  They 
also realize that they need to do some work in order to sustain parents’ interest in sending their 
children to school and to value education, regardless of whether there is a school feeding 
program.  In other words, there is the sustainability of the school feeding activities themselves 
but there is also an underlying sustainability issue of parents’ appreciating and valuing education 
on its own merits so that they continue to send their children to school on a regular basis. 
 
Sustainability of activities also relates to the role of government vis à vis international NGOs.  
Many people, both within and outside the aid system, felt that international NGOs are more 
effective and efficient than the government and therefore funds should be channeled through 
them.  However, others (within and outside the aid system, both government and non-
government), felt that international agencies should be working in partnership and consultation 
with the government and not substituting for or setting up parallel systems to the government, 
and that they should be supporting the government in its role to ensure coordination, establish 
policy and set standards.  They believed that the government should not be marginalized or 
sidelined and activities should fit into local development plans in order to help ensure their 
sustainability in the long run.   
 
A few people even felt that the government and international NGOs are in competition with one 
another.  One of the Listening Teams heard an example of an INGO working on 
decentralization/de-concentration issues with support from a multi-lateral agency.  The “de-
concentrated” service providers of the Ministries of Health and Agriculture viewed the INGO as 
competition, even though it was attempting to reinforce their capacities.  
“The problem with development assistance is that we don’t plan for the departure and the post-
project period to make sure that people know what to do.  A ‘project’ may be finished after four 
years but it is only really complete when the activities are well integrated and fully taken on by 
the population.” 
 Shop keeper (female) in Bamako 
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“Large programs arrive but are not sustainable because beneficiaries are not associated from the 
beginning.  When donors leave, everything stops.  We need to re-look at the system such that 
beneficiaries are present and involved in all the stages.” 
 President of a local NGO in Kita 
 
“Without aid, schools would close.  Girls would no longer come.  The enrollment rate would 
drop.” 
 Primary school teacher (female) in a village near Sévaré 
 
“Sustainability depends on the approach that has been adopted during the project.  We need to 
make sure to have local and inclusive development.  That means establishing a dialogue and 
nurturing synergy with all the local actors including elected officials, technical services, service 
providers, civil society organizations, vulnerable groups, and so on.  To talk, debate, plan, work 
in concert.  Activities have to fit into local development plans in order for them to be sustainable 
and for people to feel ownership.”   
 Coordinator (male) of an international NGO in Bamako 
 
“There is progress during the ‘project’ period but once the INGO leaves, it’s as if nothing had 
ever existed.  I saw that up in a Tamachek village.” 
 Owner (male) of a private transport company in Mopti 
 
12.   Respect and Dignity 
 
The specific words of “respect” and “dignity” came up on occasion during conversations, but 
they were not necessarily issues that were addressed directly or at great length.  Rather, these are 
issues that underlay many of the points noted above in previous sections of this report.  A sub-
text of many conversations was that people clearly want to be treated with respect and want to be 
informed about and take part in programs that affect their lives, and to be engaged in the 
decision-making and planning in a meaningful way. 
 
Some people cited examples where staff members of donor agencies, international NGOs and 
local organizations had approached them in an arrogant, haughty and condescending manner. 
Some described a “take it or leave it” attitude with regards to following procedures and 
requirements of the donor, or an “I am the expert” attitude with regards to technical aspects. 
Others talked about how staff may not communicate enough with community members – for 
example, about the results of a survey, the purposes of a site visit or the reasons behind a certain 
decision – which to them demonstrates a lack of respect.  As a primary school director near Kita 
said, “Information and communication are signs of respect.”  When an international NGO 
abruptly stopped coming to a village outside Sévaré after several site visits and offered no 
explanation for why their visits halted, people in the community felt that, “It was a waste of our 
time; they created expectations and made false promises.” 
 
People acknowledge and appreciate the presence of expatriate staff when they are there for the 
transfer of skills and capacities, but people were offended when agencies recruited and hired 
expensive staff from overseas who “barely had a college degree,” or who assumed 
responsibilities that competent, skilled Malians could have probably handled.   For others, some 
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agencies’ notion of “partnership” was very superficial, limited and lacked respect for each 
organization’s background, skills and expertise. 
 
At times, the particular principles and sectors that INGOs support may be viewed as sensitive 
and delicate, such as awareness-raising about female circumcision and family planning, or 
promoting the Malian Constitution’s new family code.  Some people noted that these are 
concepts introduced from the outside but not all Malians valued or respected them.  Some 
recognized that these initiatives are well-intentioned but they suggested a “slow but steady” 
approach that would allow people to understand and change deeply held attitudes or 
longstanding traditions.  People pointed out that even if local staff members understand why 
these programming areas are important, it can still be difficult and awkward even for them to 
raise them in their own communities.   
 
One of the Listening Teams spoke with the administrator of an internationally-supported project 
in the north that aims to help women suffering from obstetric fistula.  He explained that there is 
much shame and humiliation associated with this condition (due to odors and perceptions of 
uncleanliness), so women are often subject to severe social stigma and rejected by their 
husbands, families and communities.  Over time, the project has made admirable progress in 
raising people’s awareness and understanding about this condition, in treating women with 
compassion and dignity, and in getting husbands to accompany their wives to the clinic for 
medical care (which they never used to do before).  He acknowledged, however, that it has taken 
time to get to this point and he questioned whether the government is fully engaged and is 
prepared to take over once/if their project ends.  He was not sure if this lack of engagement on 
the Ministry of Health’s part was due to budget constraints or whether it reflected a discomfort in 
getting involved in a sensitive and taboo topic, or a Government attitude that assumes, “since the 
INGOs are dealing with this issue, we can dedicate our resources to other health priorities.”  
 
Several people, especially in the Gao Region, mentioned to the Listening Teams that micro-
finance programs as promoted by INGOs and donors do not respect their cultural and religious 
values.  As someone pointed out, "Usury is forbidden by our religion.  Partners know this but 
continue to set up micro-finance programs and to encourage us to take out loans with interest." 
 
Lastly, a Listening Team member recounted the story of an incident where the staff member of 
an international NGO in Koro refused transport for a woman with a complicated late-term 
pregnancy to a nearby clinic because it was “against agency policy.”  The staff member was 
subsequently criticized by members of the community for being too rigid, bureaucratic and 
insensitive.  The challenge is understanding that there are indeed rules and regulations that need 
to be followed, but working in a manner that respects local customs, people’s dignity and the 
very real and extreme conditions in which they live, without opening the door to abuse and 
misallocation of resources. 
 
13.   International Assistance and Mali’s Decentralization Process 
 
Many people the Listening Teams spoke with felt that a successful decentralization policy has 
been key to Mali's positive development.  Until 1991, the country was governed centrally, and 
there were no autonomous institutions at local or regional levels.  Following local elections in 
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1999, 703 community councils, 49 circle/district councils (a regrouping of local community 
councils), 8 regional assemblies (a regrouping of circle/district councils) and 1 Bamako district 
council were formed.3

 

  Gradually, more and more decision-making powers are being transferred 
to institutions at those levels.  Along with the Malian government, there are several development 
partners involved in supporting the strengthening of these decentralized structures that have 
prepared local development plans and priority measures to combat poverty and generate the 
impetus for local economic development.  Several people mentioned that the long-term impact of 
assistance would be greater and more sustainable if a larger percentage of aid budgets were 
allocated in consultation with or directly through these local administrative structures.  However, 
not everyone agrees that the decentralization process is so far advanced in Mali.  According to 
some, there is still much to do before reaching a truly decentralized approach, such as 
transferring financial resources and building capacity of the decentralized collectivities.      

The idea that assistance and decentralization can be mutually reinforcing was also brought up by 
development practitioners and government officials.  International assistance has helped and can 
continue to contribute to the decentralization process through funding, technical support and 
capacity building measures.  According to several people that the Listening Teams spoke with, a 
strengthened, decentralized system in turn will render assistance more effective and efficient 
because these structures are closer to the population, the real priorities and needs can be 
identified, resources can be better controlled, and there can be more accountability at the local 
level.   
 
A few people commented positively on the increased coordination between INGOs, NGOs and 
the government since the decentralization process began, at least with regards to initial project 
planning.  However, some, such as a representative of the local agricultural service in one of the 
regions visited, said that NGOs are not always willing to cooperate and attend meetings that the 
decentralized structures convoke.   
 
“Donors should change their strategy.  The emphasis should be on decentralized entities such as 
communes and circles that are closer to the population.” 
 Advisor at the mayor’s office in Kita 
 
“Local and inclusive development is the key to successful development.  It consists of working 
with locally elected officials, civil society organizations and the private sector, and taking into 
account the most vulnerable.  This is happening more and more because of decentralization.” 
 Coordinator of an international NGO in Bamako 
 
“It’s aid that ends up determining our needs.  The solution should be to go directly to the 
decentralized collectivities and work through them.” 
 Senior official of the Circle Advisory Board in one region 
 
“The process of decentralization can contribute to aid’s effectiveness.  If the communes assume 
their role, if their capacities and skills are strengthened, that will help.” 
 Operations Coordinator of an international NGO in Bamako 
                                                           
3 “Sector Budget Support: Mali Education Case Study”, a report prepared by the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) and 
Makoro, November 2009, www.mokoro.co.uk or www.odi.org.uk/resources.  

http://www.mokoro.co.uk/�
http://www.odi.org.uk/resources�
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“Mali receives a lot of assistance but it remains stuck in Bamako. We need to look at how 
assistance can be allocated through the angle of decentralization.” 

President (female) of a women’s association in Kita  
 
“Before, it was the central government that received assistance.  Now, with decentralization, we 
are also involved.  Often, donors have required us for example to work in a certain sector or 
thematic area but that did not allow us to respond to the real needs of communities.  Also, the 
central government does not manage funds properly.  There is a poor distribution and allocation 
of resources.  How much gets allocated to communities is not a function of real needs but based 
on the power of different communes.  The decentralized structures are afraid to say anything or 
react because they can be marginalized, so a rigorous follow-up on the part of the donors is 
necessary.” 
 Senior staff member at the mayor’s office at the circle level in one region 

 
14.   Understanding and Vision of Development 
 
Many of the Listening Teams’ conversations about the cumulative impacts of international 
assistance evolved into discussions about what is meant by true sustainable development and 
what Malians’ vision is for the future.  For example, a development practitioner working on a 
multi-lateral program noted that, “We have to democratize development, by bringing in the poor, 
vulnerable and socially excluded and letting them participate; we shouldn’t let the elites 
monopolize and control everything.”  A program manager with an INGO felt that, “We can be 
building wells and creating cereal banks in northern Mali for the next 50 years and we would still 
have lots to do,” but international assistance can be most useful and would have the most value-
added, he believed, by contributing to mind-set changes, promoting behavior change, and 
helping people to understand and claim their rights.  Some people expressed the view that donors 
and international NGOs are often interested in supporting community-level projects, but these 
projects do not always address the structural issues underlying poverty or focus on the root 
causes of underdevelopment.  Several people questioned whether income generating activities, 
for example, are truly helping to lift people out of poverty and are really changing conditions and 
improving people’s quality of life, or whether they are just making things more tolerable for 
them.  In other words, are we really working on transformational development?     
 
Final Reflections of the Listening Teams  
 

 
On the Listening Exercise methodology and process 

People were very generous with their time and very open towards the Listening Teams, 
especially given that many of them had busy schedules at the end of the calendar year, likely had 
spoken with numerous assessment teams and visitors on previous occasions, and may not have 
been quite certain about the objective of our conversations with them from the outset.  As some 
said, “You would like to speak with us and listen? Why? About what?”  In the regions the 
Listening Teams visited, there was a lot of interest in the method and, in most instances, people 
opened up and shared their thoughts and perspectives.  Several noted that it was the first time 
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that they could speak so openly and freely, that usually they are asked to speak about their 
involvement in a specific project or activity. 
 
People expressed genuine appreciation for the time that the Teams had taken to listen to them, 
and hoped that their opinions and ideas would be shared with those in the chain of decision-
making and planning of assistance programs.  As one young person said, “Please make sure to 
take good notes of what we are saying!”  Some were interested in learning what had been 
discussed in other regions and others encouraged the Listeners to return for more conversations.  
We hope that those who continue to work with Malian communities will accept people’s 
invitations to listen and learn more from their experiences. 
 
The Listening Team members themselves found the method very practical, useful, and 
participatory because groups tended to be small and informal, without heavy protocol 
requirements or survey tools.  They were able to have conversations in a broader environment 
than just the traditional project zone.  The daily debriefings were also appreciated by the 
Listeners as it allowed teams to compare findings, discuss emerging themes, and to learn from 
the experience of others. 
 

 
Areas for Further Reflection and Analysis 

Several themes and questions emerged from this Listening Exercise that relate to improving the 
effectiveness of aid and that merit further reflection and analysis.  Much of what the Listening 
Teams heard is likely not new to the aid community, and there are many groups that are 
committed to doing good work and to improving assistance.  The Listening Team members 
wondered why, though, they are still hearing about the same problems and issues after so many 
years of support and after so many evaluations, assessments and consultations.   
 
Of course, the Listening Team members did not accept everything that they heard as “the truth,” 
but they did acknowledge that these issues are complex and need to be considered more in-depth 
and in a more nuanced way.  They were struck by the similarity of the observations and 
comments of people they met in various regions of the country and the frequency with which 
they were raised, and felt that it was important to capture and report these perceptions since they 
can have an important influence on people’s willingness to engage as actors in their own 
development, on their confidence in the Malian government, and on the sustainability of 
activities over the long run.   
 
A few additional thoughts from the Listening Teams on some of the specific issues raised in the 
report: 

 
• The Listening Team members noted that there is a link between understanding an 

intervention – the why, how, what, where, for whom, with whom, etc. – and a community’s 
engagement and sense of ownership.  Without such an understanding, recipients can easily 
fall in the trap of becoming passive recipients of aid.  Working to promote ownership means 
giving communities more control and allowing meaningful input.  When communities do not 
have the opportunity to help identify who is vulnerable or deserving of resources, or to have 
input into the planning process, this diminishes their sense of ownership. 
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• What was heard in the conversations suggests that many communities do not feel that they 

are truly being engaged in aid programming and decision-making.  Consultation does not 
necessarily mean participation and does not always lead to ownership.  Many people felt that 
NGOs and INGOs have a “cookie-cutter” approach and arrive with pre-planned programs, 
without doing appropriate needs assessments or consulting with communities about their 
priorities.   
 
Listening Team members discussed this and recognized that there may be a gap in 
communication – in both directions – that can lead to misunderstandings and frustrations.  
Certainly, as noted in earlier sections of this report, if agencies take the time to meet and 
consult with communities, they could design more appropriate programs that respond better 
to populations’ priorities and needs.  On the other hand, communities need to understand that 
some agencies have specific mandates and areas of expertise (literacy, water and sanitation, 
agriculture, etc.) and cannot be expected to respond to all of a community’s needs.  
Communities may also be unaware that there may be restrictions as to what organizations are 
able to provide and how they operate.  This information needs to be clarified from the outset, 
when partnerships first get underway, to avoid such misunderstandings and false 
expectations. 
   

• The Listening Team members were struck by how little community members seemed to 
know about the international assistance that is reaching them, whether about the source, 
amounts, strategies, results, etc.  Information that they did have seemed to be very limited 
and superficial in some instances.  This is certainly not a new problem, so Listening Team 
members wondered why these gaps in information and communication continue to exist.  Is 
it an unintentional oversight?  Is information withheld on purpose in order to minimize 
accountability, since a less-informed population will be unaware when funds do not arrive as 
they are supposed to or when goals are not met?  Or is it due to lack of respect for the 
population, as in “they don’t need to know” or “they won’t understand?”   
 
Aid agencies may think that they are communicating effectively with local communities and 
may make genuine efforts to do so, but the information that needs to be conveyed may not 
get to all the people who need to hear it, and the information flowing in both directions may 
be incomplete or biased.  Listening Team members wondered what more can be done to 
improve communication and information-sharing in order to enhance aid effectiveness.  At a 
minimum, Listening Team members felt that people involved in international assistance 
should be mindful of the fact that this lack of information and follow-up communication 
contributes to speculation that aid is misused or misdirected, or that outsiders are not 
responsible and trustworthy.  It can also feed into people’s sense of detachment, diminish 
ownership and undermine sustainability.   

 
• Because of the widespread concern about corruption that emerged during conversations, the 

Listening Teams felt that it deserves more attention and analysis.  They noted that corruption 
may be prevalent in government, the private sector and in the aid community itself, but that 
there are certainly many people who are doing good, honest work.  Team members spoke at 
length about the linkages between corruption, accountability, trust and 
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information/communication.  Poverty, along with the limited information that circulates and 
the likelihood of not being held accountable, contributes to a context where corruption can 
take root and spread.  It was the view of Listening Team members that providing information 
in a more open and regular fashion, educating people on their rights, strengthening 
monitoring systems and supporting a transparent environment would reduce corruption and 
the culture of impunity, and would increase accountability.   
 

• Many people that Listening Teams spoke with, especially at the community level, felt that 
assistance should be directed to local populations in order to minimize waste and 
mismanagement, to avoid corruption and to better meet their real needs.  Listening Teams 
wondered whether and how this would really be possible. 
 

• The lack of information and true community participation, poor coordination, insufficient 
monitoring and the presence of numerous intermediaries that take their cut are all factors that 
contribute to unsustainable initiatives.  In such a context, it is difficult to speak of 
“ownership” according to Listening Team members.    
 

• The Listening Teams noted that people in communities tended to focus more on the tangible 
forms of international assistance.  There seemed to be less recognition of the investment in 
capacity building of local organizations and work with government institutions, possibly 
because these efforts are ongoing and less visible.   People seem less aware of the impacts of 
other programs that donors may be funding – policy dialogue, administrative reforms, etc.  
Listening Team members felt that these initiatives should be explained more openly to the 
public as well, so that they understand why and how resources are being dedicated.  With 
knowledge and information, people can have a greater appreciation of what is being done and 
can help contribute to a culture of transparency and accountability. 
 

• The report notes that it is difficult for local associations and NGOs to refuse assistance 
because they feel that they cannot forego opportunities for funding, even when programs may 
be inappropriate, poorly conceived or not match their experience.  Listening Team members 
recognized the very real constraints that local associations and NGOs face in order to cover 
their operating costs and to pay staff salaries, especially in a competitive environment.  They 
wondered, though, if they are in this situation because INGOs and donors do not allow for 
basic operating costs to be covered in their budgets, or because overall funding in the country 
is tight and insufficient.   Are all these groups really rendering services to the population or 
are they more pre-occupied with their own survival or personal profit?  Do some have more 
value-added than others?   
 
Some of the Listening Team members noted that if local associations and NGOs are 
successful in achieving results and if they deliver as planned, then securing funding should 
not be a problem for them.  Lastly, Listening Team members noted that this phenomenon 
occurs at the international level as well – many INGOs are dependent on funding from bi-
lateral and multi-lateral agencies and adapt their programs to what funding is available. 
 

• The issue of targeting assistance is not new to aid agencies but communities continued to 
bring it up in Mali.  Listening Team members noted that aid agencies very often provide 
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guidance for selection procedures, but it is not always followed.  Community leaders, for 
example, can make decisions in a non-participatory or unilateral way.  Team members 
wondered how international organizations can ensure fair and transparent processes, in a 
manner that lets communities decide for themselves and without being driven from the top-
down.  Targeting is linked with transparency and the need to discuss funding priorities and 
project plans, so that people do not misinterpret agencies’ intentions.  Participatory processes 
for deciding who should receive assistance could also help agencies understand community 
perspectives on vulnerability and would involve people in the difficult process of allocating 
scarce resources.  By involving and communicating these decisions to all in the community, 
there would be more transparency and fewer opportunities for corruption.  

 
• Listening Team members recognize that international organizations and donors are aiming 

for long-term sustainable development but their processes and procedures (such as short-term 
funding cycles and emphasis on quantitative indicators) are not always consistent with this 
goal.  INGOs and donors tend to be too focused on outputs and outcomes and not enough on 
impacts.  Some INGOs pointed out the opposite, however.  They noted the challenge of 
encouraging local partners to go beyond simply listing activities accomplished during a 
particular reporting period, such as training sessions or meetings, to describing results or 
changes that have come about because of those activities and to being more analytical in the 
documents that they produce.   
 

• The way that outsiders measure the impact of development interventions or how they 
determine whether a project is successful also needs to be re-considered.  What international 
organizations may consider a success, Malians may consider a failure, or vice-versa.  For 
example, a Listening Team member told the story of a project near Mopti that targeted 
nomads in the area in order to encourage them to take up farming so that they could have a 
more settled existence (versus their traditional, nomadic livelihood of herding cattle).  The 
project proceeded for a couple of years, but as soon as the formal “project” stopped, the 
farming activities ended as well and the nomads resumed their traditional livelihood 
activities.  For the person who had witnessed this and recounted it to other members of the 
Listening Team, it was not a question of “sustainable” or “unsustainable,” rather, it was a 
rational choice for the nomads to participate for a couple years in order to get some extra 
income (“why shouldn’t they?!”) yet perfectly normal for them to drop the farming work 
afterwards. 

 
• Listening Team members were concerned about the many comments that came up during 

conversations about the limited follow-up and monitoring on the part of international 
organizations, especially donor agencies, and discussed what could be done to overcome this.  
Some of the reasons cited were the heavy workload of staff, administrative obligations to 
headquarters, the high costs associated with field visits, staff turnover and so on. 
Communities are sometimes asked to be involved in monitoring, but Listening Team 
members recognized that they may be reluctant or hesitant to bring up problems and raise 
issues for fear of jeopardizing their funding or creating tensions with local officials or NGO 
staff. 
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• Listening Team members noted that establishing true partnerships takes willingness, 
patience, trust and commitment since they take longer to prepare for and require greater 
investments in building and developing relationships.  Partnerships entail understanding the 
local context, listening, and approaching development efforts in the spirit of true 
collaboration amongst donors, international agencies, local organizations, authorities and 
communities.  This will likely require more time, effort and resources, yet donors tend to 
place more value on measurable results and often fuzzy “partnership” efforts are more 
difficult to quantify.    

 
• The issue of international agencies’ introducing certain values or concepts (e.g. human rights, 

women’s empowerment) was discussed amongst members of the Listening Teams.  While 
some people we listened to perceived them as externally imposed and “Western” ideas, 
others supported the concepts and recognized them as universal values.  Listening Team 
members noted that it takes time to get understanding and buy-in, especially on initiatives 
that aim to influence cultural norms/traditions or that deal with sensitive topics.  The work 
needs to be gradual, involving education, sensitization and awareness-raising.  

 
* * * 

 
The Listening Exercise in Mali allowed us to gather the viewpoints from a wide range of persons 
in different parts of the country.  We thank all those who were involved, directly or indirectly, 
and hope that these findings will contribute to the discussions that are already underway about 
improving the effectiveness of aid efforts in Mali, in the region and beyond, as well as to the 
overall learning of the Listening Project. 
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